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PREFACE

Raw coal is at the present time the primary source of heat in almost

every British manufacturing and power-supply industry, and the highest

authorities are agreed that coal is likely to remain the chief source of

heat and power. With a few exceptions of comparatively recent origin,

existing steam boilers and furnaces, as well as mechanical stokers, have

been designed upon a free-burning coal-fuel basis. Prior to 1913 the

use of gas-coke as fuel for steam-raising was, in fact, practically unknown

outside the Gas Industry.

In the following book, which is the outcome of many years' special-

ised experience in adapting coal-fired steam boilers and other heating

apparatus to the use of coke, comparisons are frequently drawn between

coal and coke, and the performances of coal-fired and coke-fired apparatus,

as coal is naturally the standard by which alternative fuels will be

judged.

In so far as possible, all statements regarding the relative efficiency

and economy of coke as fuel for steam-raising are quoted from independent

authorities. This fact should be noted carefully, as the purpose has

been to eliminate, where possible, the element of personal prejudice.

No apology is made for attempting to treat the subject in non-

technical language, as it is believed that by so doing a larger public

will be served, and the dual object— to promote efficiency in fuel

practice and to eliminate smoke— will be the better and sooner

attained.

The use of coke as fuel for gas-producers is not included. Its use

for this purpose as well as other purposes not specifically dealt with,
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is well established and has no direct bearing upon the problem of mitigat-

ing the coal smoke nuisance.

As it has not been possible to refer in the text to all the sources of

information which have been consulted in the course of compilation,

it is desired to make full acknowledgment to the Fuel Economy

Review, pubHshed by the Federation of British Industries, of which free

use has been made, and to the editors and publishers of the Times

Engineering Supplement, the Manchester Guardian, and the technical

journals associated with the gas industry for permission to use extracts

from articles contributed to their pages.

Finally, my best thanks are due to Mr. Thomas Goulden, M.Inst.

C.E., late Chief Engineer to The Gaslight & Coke Company, for his

encouragement and advice, and for his valuable help in revision. I

am also indebted to Mr. Alwyne Meade, author of Modern Gasworks

Practice, for suggesting that this book should be written, and for his

helpful criticism of the manuscript.

E. W. L. N.

London, October 1923.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Coke may be described as a form of fuel obtained by heating or " car-

bonising " coal or other carbonaceous material in vessels from which air

is excluded, whereby its volatile constituents are driven ofi in gaseous

form. During the process of destructive distillation or carbonisation

four substances are produced—gas, watery liquid (called ammoniacal

liquor) and tar, while the solid residue of coke is left in the retort. This

is a very old observation, and as a point in the history of applied

science it is interesting to know who first submitted coal to destructive

distillation.

According to one authority, it appears we must credit a German

chemist, named Johann Joachim Becher, with the first recorded observa-

tion of the process in 1680, although in 1656 Evelyn described in his

diary " a project, by Sir John Winter, of charring sea-coale, to burne

out the sulphure and render it sweet, the resulting cinders, deprived of

their sulphure and arsenic malignity, making a clear, pleasant chamber

fire.''

In 1681 Henry Serle, in conjunction with the German chemist Becher,

was granted a British patent for " a new way of making pitch and tarre

out of pit-coale, never before found out or used by any other.'' Accord-

ing to Dr. Lunge, in his work on coal-tar and ammonia, Becher wrote :

" In Holland they have peat and in England pit-coals ; neither is very

good for burning in rooms, or for smelting. But I have found a way,

not merely to burn both kinds into good coke, which not any more

smokes nor stinks, but with their flame to smelt equally well as with
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wood. That I have demonstrated with pit-coal at the Hague and here

in England, at Windsor, on the large scale. It is also noteworthy, that,

equally as the Swedes make their tarre from fir-wood, I have made from

pit-coal a sort of tarre which is equal to the Swedish in every way. I

have made proof of it on wood and ropes, so that even the King has seen

a specimen of it, which is a great thing in England, and the coal from

which the tarre has been taken out is better for use than before."

The conversion of coal into coke for use in iron smelting was first

carried out on a large scale in this country, and in Germany, about the

middle of the eighteenth century.

Even at that early date it is recorded of one Stauf , who carried on a

coking industry in Germany, that he had the wisdom to condense the

volatile product, producing oil, lampblack and sal-ammoniac.

About forty years later (1789), in his Chemical Essays, Bishop

Wilson recorded the following observation :
" Those interested in the

preparation of coal would do w^ell to remember that every 96 ounces of

coal would furnish 4 ounces at least of oil, probably 6 ounces might be

obtained ; but if we put the product so low as 5 ounces from 100, and

suppose a coak oven to work ofi only 100 tons of coal in a year, there would

be a saving of 5 tons of oil which would yield about 4 tons of tar ; the

requisite alteration in the structure of the coak oven, so as to make them

a kind of distilling vessel, might be made at a very trifling expense.''

In 1781 the Earl of Dundonald took out a patent for making pitch,

tar, oils, cinders, etc., from coal, and, down to the present time, patents

in ever-increasing numbers have been granted for improved processes and

apparatus designed to facilitate the carbonisation of coal, or with a

view to produce a soft coke or smokeless fuel more readily adaptable to

existing fireplaces.

One process which, at the time of writing, has stood the test of

commercial exploitation and made steady progress is that carried on dur-

ing the past 120 years at gasworks. Known as the high-temperature

process of coal carbonisation, it has been reduced to an exact science by

gas engineers. But long before the introduction of coal gas as an illumi-

nant the necessity of converting coal into coke arose from the need of a
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substitute for charcoal as fuel for metallurgical purposes, the timber on

which the charcoal supply was dependent being at that time largely-

depleted.

In this connection it is recorded that the iron from which the railings

of St. Paul's Cathedral were made was among the last to be smelted by

means of wood charcoal in the county of Sussex.

A few of the advantages gained by carbonising coal are, briefly, as

follow :

1. A fuel of higher calorific intensity is obtained, because it has lost

its volatile constituents, which, although themselves possessing con-

siderable calorific power, not only absorb heat during the process of

decomposition and volatilisation, but are easily wasted. Thus, when raw

coal is used as fuel, a considerable portion of the heat is necessarily used

to distil or decompose it, and the net quantity of heat available for useful

purposes is, therefore, diminished.

2. Valuable chemical by-products are obtained, as well as gas and

fuel oils which can be burnt smokelessly and efficiently.

3. The residual coke burns without smoke.

4. It does not " run " or " cake " in the fire, thus permitting a free

air supply and, consequently, more regular combustion.

5. The volatile sulphur is driven ofi during carbonisation at high

temperature and recovered as a by-product, thus largely eliminating an

objectionable element always present in raw coal.

6. The resulting coke requires only the minimum excess of air

(30 to 50 per cent.) to effect its complete combustion, whereas, in ordinary

practice, bituminous coal is unavoidably allowed a quantity greatly in

excess (100 to 200 per cent.) of that theoretically necessary.

From the industrial user's point of view, this latter advantage is by

far the most important, as it tends directly, and very materially, to

improve the efficiency of steam raising and other heating operations.

The proportion of volatile matter contained in a solid fuel is in fact a

measure of the difficulty of burning it efficiently without the formation

of smoke and consequent waste. Bituminous coal contains as much as

35 per cent, volatile matter, including 3 to 5 per cent, hydrogen
;

gas
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coke contains only 1 to 3 per cent, volatile matter, and only a trace of

hydrogen.

Where metallurgical coke is the primary product, the process of car-

bonising coal is conducted in so-called " Beehive " ovens, and in coke

ovens. At gasworks coal is carbonised in various types of retorts, gas

being the primary product, and coke the most important secondary

product.

Field's Atmlysis of the accounts of the principal British gas under-

takings (which unfortunately does not give the calorific power of the

coal used) gives the average gas, coke and tar produced per ton of coal

carbonised by one of the MetropoHtan Gas Companies for the year 1922,

as follows : 13,406 cubic feet of 495 B.Th.U. gas ;
11-36 cwt. of coke

available for sale ; 9-8 gallons of tar. A rough and ready, but reliable,

comparison between this and the average method of utilising the

country's coal resources for steam production, from the thermal effi-

ciency point of view, is therefore possible.

Taken together, the coke and tar, on the above basis, would evap-

orate in a steam boiler, approximately, 13,400 lb. of water from and

at 212° Fahr., without the formation or emission of visible smoke.

The average evaporation obtained in many industrial coal-fired

steam plants is as low as 4-5 lb. per lb. of coal ; in others it is more than

double this quantity. Assuming an average evaporation of 6 lb., the

weight of water evaporated per ton of coal would be 13,440 lb. ; so that,

in addition to the ammoniacal Hquor (about 30 gallons) recovered in the

process of carbonisation, the gas evolved, at least to a very large extent,

may be regarded as a net gain to the nation, as compared with the

wasteful method of burning coal directly as fuel by ordinary means which,

almost ine\'itably, causes the formation and emission of smoke.

Considered from another \dew-point, the commercial value of a ton of

coal, treated at the gasworks, may be said to be enhanced threefold,

largely by the expenditure of labour ; while the by-products recovered

are necessary to the maintenance and development of British agriculture

and industry.



CHAPTER II

VARIOUS PROCESSES OF COAL CARBONISATION

Coke is a generic term applied generally to all descriptions of coke, e.g.

metallurgical or by-product coke, foundry coke and blast furnace coke,

and gas coke, just as the term " coal " is used to indicate fuels of such

widely different composition and characteristics as anthracite, or an-

thracitic coal, and all the various kinds of bituminous, coking and non-

coking coals. Coke is made not only from coal, but also from peat,

petroleum and pitch ; but while it is solely with gas coke that we are

at present concerned (the other kinds of coke mentioned not being avail-

able as a substitute for coal), a brief description of the various processes

of coal carbonisation may help the reader to distinguish between the

different kinds of coke and the particular uses for which they are specially

designed and produced.

Coke has been described as a form of fuel obtained by heating or

" carbonising " coal or other carbonaceous material, in closed retorts,

whereby its more volatile constituents are driven off in gaseous form.

It contains, as its chief constituent, fixed carbon, together with the mineral

matter or ash of the original coal. Coking or caking coal—that which on

heating becomes semi-fluid—is the most suitable for the manufacture of

coke. Used alone, non-coking coal produces, ordinarily, a powdery coke

or " breeze,'" but coal of this description is now largely used " blended
"

in various proportions with coking coal, the resultant coke being in

every respect quite satisfactory as regards purity, strength and density

—important factors in metallurgical coke. Even anthracitic coal has

in this way been incorporated in the coke mass. Anthracite has little

value from the gas-making view-point ; but, blended with coking coal,

waste anthracite or anthracitic coal might also be utilised to augment

the output of coke.
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BEEHIVE COKE

A method of carbonising coal—now little practised—was originally

carried on by a process similar to that employed in making charcoal

from wood. The coal was stacked around one or more wide-open brick

chimneys, and covered w4th slack, and, finally, with wet coke-dust or

breeze, except at certain air-holes. The mound thus formed was then

ignited from above and gradually burnt downwards, giving off ammoni-

acal liquor and combustible gas and tar, which were allowed to escape

unburnt, or only partially burnt—truly a ghastly waste of valuable

products. The " burning " process concluded, all air-holes were covered

over to exclude air and arrest combustion, the cooling of the mass

being hastened by quenching with water.

The " Beehive '" coke oven was probably a direct development of

this primitive system. Erected in batteries of four or more ovens, the

horizontal section of the Beehive oven is square, and the vertical section

is dome-topped and similar to that of a bee-skep. The oven, being first

heated by means of a coal fire, is charged through the doorway at the side.

This doorway, and also an opening at the top, are kept open to allow

the escape of the dense volumes of smoke evolved by the partial com-

bustion and distillation of the coal. As soon as the emission of smoke

ceases, these openings are closed and the oven is allowed to cool down.

After a period of twelve to fifteen hours, or longer, according to circum-

stances, the coke is extracted and finally quenched. A more recent

development of the Beehive coke oven permits of the recovery of by-

products. Beehive coke, which was long considered to be the best, and,

in fact, the only coke suitable for certain metallurgical processes, is dis-

tinguished by its characteristic grey or silvery appearance, a result of

its being cooled away from contact with air. Although still extensively

produced in the United States, it is now largely, if not entirely superseded

in this country by coke made in coke ovens, the chief characteristic

of which is extreme hardness. This feature is necessary in order to

enable it to support, without crushing, the weight of the charge of metal

in the blast furnace or cupola.
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OVEN COKE

The principle of making coke in modern coke ovens is the same, but

the process is much quicker and more economical, while the resulting coke

is now considered better than, or at least equal in quality to Beehive

coke. The coal is first crushed to a fairly uniform size. It is then

washed, in order to eliminate impurities, and pressed into rectangular

moulds containing several tons. The cake thus formed is pushed into

the heated oven and carbonised at a high temperature—about 2000° Fahr.

—for a period of from fifteen to twenty-four hours. In a modern coking

plant, the gas evolved from the coal is used partly for heating adjacent

ovens, any surplus being " stripped " for benzol, and either used as fuel

for steam raising, or sold to gas-supply undertakings. In many instances,

however, surplus gas is unavoidably allowed to flow to waste. While

the primary product is metallurgical coke, the by-products recovered,

in addition to benzol, include sulphate of ammonia, tar oils and other

gas-tar products and pitch.

The weight of the charge in each oven, together with the preliminary

compression, the high temperature and long period of " burning,'' com-

bine to produce in oven coke that characteristic hardness which renders

it eminently suitable for metallurgical purposes, but less suitable for

other purposes which necessitate a relatively free-burning fuel.

Metallurgical coke must be as free as possible from any impurities

which might have an injurious efiect upon the metals in the produc-

tion of which it is used. Of these impurities the most objectionable

are the sulphur and phosphorus usually present in the coal in the

form of " brasses " or pyrites. It is for the elimination of these

impurities that the preHminary crushing and washing processes are

primarily designed. Being usually made from unwashed coal, gas coke

is, therefore, unsuitable for use either as a heating or as a reducing agent

in cupola or blast furnace operations. These two operations require coke

not only free from impurities, but of difierent degrees of porosity, known

respectively as " foundry " and ** furnace " coke, and in each case of

sufficient strength to withstand the attrition taking place in the furnace.
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By whatever process it is produced, coke varies considerably not only

in its chemical and physical characteristics, but also in external appear-

ance ; but it may generally be accepted that, with the same kind of coal,

the higher the temperature and the longer the period of carbonisation,

the harder and less easily combustible it will be.

Hard oven coke, suitably graded, is, however, extensively used in

the United States as fuel for closed heating and cooking stoves. The

large scale on which coking operations are carried on in that country

may be reaUsed by the fact that, at one group of coking plants, some

13,000 tons of coal are carbonised per twenty-four hours.

LOW-TEMPERATURE COKE

A modification of the coke-oven process, designed with a view to

produce a semi-coke or smokeless sohd fuel, and, at the same time, an

increased quantity of liquid fuel or other products, the low-temperature

process ^ of coal carbonisation, has for some time been carried on experi-

mentally on a relatively small scale. This process, however, has, so far,

failed to satisfy commercial requirements. The temperature maintained

during the relatively short period of carbonisation is of the order of

1000° Fahr. ; and instead of being reduced to 1 or 2 per cent., as in oven or

gas coke, the volatile content of low-temperature coke is not less than 10 to

12 per cent. It is obvious, therefore, that for a given output of gas, the

quantity of coal carbonised by this process would have to be greatly

increased, while the output of gas per retort would necessarily be reduced.

The low-temperature process has not hitherto found favour with gas-

supply authorities as an economic method of producing gas.

GAS COKE

While oven coke is a primary product, and its quality is the first

consideration, gas coke is considered a secondary product ; and any

attempt to improve its adaptability to special purposes is necessarily

^ For further particulars of this process the reader is referred to Low-Temperature Carbonisa-

tion, by Dr. C. H. Lander, Government Director of Fuel Research.
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subservient in importance to the production of gas. As carried on

at gasworks, the process of coal carbonisation is in fact designed

to produce the maximum number of potential " therms " in gaseous

form. With this end in view, the coal is charged into retorts and

heated, or carbonised, at a temperature of about 2200° Fahr. for a

period of eight to twelve hours, after which there remains in the

retort a quantity of coke equal to about 70 per cent, of the original

weight of the coal.

The proportion of coke to coal may, however, be substantially reduced

by " steaming " the incandescent coke before its removal from the

retort.

VERTICAL COKE

Various types of retorts are used—horizontal, inclined, and vertical.

The last-named type is designed for either intermittent or continuous

operation, and receives the coal at the upper end from overhead storage

bunkers. The retort is heated to a working temperature of about

2200° Fahr. through a system of external flues, by means of gas produced

in a coke-fired gas-producer. The coal, as it gravitates through the

retort, is carbonised, and the coke thus formed is gradually cooled as it

descends towards the lower or outlet end of the retort.

Being tapered internally, this type of retort allows the coal to swell

during the process of carbonisation, thus producing coke which, usually,

is comparatively light and porous ; and, moreover, it possesses the

advantage of producing practically cold coke, thus ehminating the

necessity of quenching with water.

The physical structure of vertical coke depends, however, very

largely upon the characteristics of the coal from which it is made.

Durham coal has been considered by some engineers as unsuitable for

use in vertical retorts owing to the fact that it tends to " hang up " in

the retort. Other coals produce coke of extremely low density which,

owing to its bulk, is not suitable for use in apparatus, such as small

hot-water boilers, having restricted fuel capacity.

Blends of Durham (up to 40 per cent.) and other gas coals have.
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however, proved to be satisfactory, and the coke produced from such

blends is scarcely distinguishable from horizontal retort coke.

Although the vertical gas retort has been adopted extensively,

incUned and horizontal retorts, working at about the same temperature,

still hold their own in the favour of both large and small gas-supply

undertakings.

HORIZONTAL COKE

Originally charged by hand, up-to-date horizontal retorts are now

automatically discharged and recharged in one operation by mechanical

means, the average weight of coal per charge being about 12 to 15 cwt.

Although improved methods are constantly being tried and adopted,

the system in use in many horizontal retort houses allows the incandescent

coke to fall from the mouth of the retorts on to a moving conveyer,

working in a shallow channel in the floor, passing under automatic

sprayers. The coke is thus quenched and rendered safe to handle and

store without risk of fire.

Compared with "vertical" coke made from certain descriptions of coal,

horizontal coke is relatively hard and dense in physical structure. Its

chemical composition is practically identical, and although vertical coke

is sometimes preferred for use in certain types of open fire-grates,

horizontal coke, of good average quality and suitably graded, leaves

little to be desired for either domestic or ordinary industrial heating

purposes, when used in modern heating appliances designed on rational

lines.

COKE AS FUEL FOR OPEN GRATES

In this connection it may in passing be said that owing to the diffi-

culty sometimes experienced in attempting to use it in ordinary open

fire-grates, horizontal gas coke has been rejected as unsuitable for this

purpose. Experience proves, however, that the fault lies not altogether

with the coke, either in its chemical or physical characteristics, but

to a very large extent with the fire-grate ; and failure fully to consider

or to appreciate this view has led to great expenditure of both capital
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and energy in an effort to produce a semi-coke that will ignite and burn

readily in existing fire-grates of more or less antiquated pattern, the

great majority of which have not had common-sense principles applied

either in their design or construction. The inefficiency and extravagance

of the ordinary coal-burning fire-grate is proverbial, and has led to the

production of grates primarily designed to retard the combustion of

coal. This tendency in grate design has naturally militated against

the use of coke as fuel. Although some of the modern open grates, by

accident rather than design, happen to be more or less suitable for use

with coke, there are, so far, only two or three types of grates which

primarily have been designed for the exclusive use of ordinary gas coke.

A detailed description of one of these grates and the principles which

are embodied in its design, are given in a later chapter.

QUALITY OF COKE

With the extended use of gas coke for both industrial and domestic

purposes, the question of improving and maintaining its quality has

attracted a great deal of attention. The importance of securing a low

ash content in the coal used at gasworks is fully recognised as the obvious

means to this end. Apart from the adverse effect of high ash content

upon the quantity and quality of the gas produced per ton of coal

carbonised, and gas output per retort, the effect of a high ash content

in the resultant coke is often detrimental to the satisfactory operation

of heating apparatus in which it is used as fuel.

Ash occupies space in furnaces, and, in closed stoves and boilers,

where the draught is more concentrated, and the temperature of com-

bustion higher than in open fires, the ash is unavoidably fused, thus

forming clinker.

The formation of clinker generally increases fuel costs to a greater

degree than is reflected by the percentage of ash, as considerable loss

of heat and cinders, entrapped in the molten mass, is entailed in its

removal from the furnace, and in raising the furnace to the working

temperature again after cleaning.
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The bad efiect of excessive moisture in coke is now recognised
;

and the matter of quenching, with a view to minimise the moisture

content, has, at several important gasworks, been satisfactorily dealt

with, the average moisture content being maintained at the lowest

possible point consistent with safety.

By reason of its high ash content, coke made from impure coal has

an abnormal affinity for moisture, which, of course, can only be evap-

orated at the expense of fuel.

These and other considerations, including the cost of freightage of

impure raw material over long distances, have already brought about

greater care in the selection of gas-making coal ; and with the recent

advent of the thermal basis of sale for coke as well as for gas, it may be

expected that eventually merely selective methods of coal purchase will

give way to purchase on a calorific power or ash-content basis, which

will tend further to improve and maintain the quality of gas coke, and

raise its status from a mere by-product to that of a first-class anti-

waste fuel.

Such methods of coal purchase at the pit-heads have already been

organised by several of the leading gas-supply authorities, and the results

are reflected not only in the production of gas per ton of coal carbonised

but also in the commercial value of the coke produced.

It must, however, be borne in mind that in practice it may not always

be economical or possible to use the most suitable coal, as commercial

considerations may demand the use of a particular variety which can be

cheaply obtained ; and it may be, and frequently is, more economical

to use less efficient coal at a lower cost. Whether this is so will largely

depend upon circumstances, but in the case of gas and coke manufacture

it is always possible the cheaper coal may in fact prove to be the dearer.

Of the 18 to 20 million tons of coal carbonised annually at gasworks,

one-half is resold as coke, containing double the potential thermal value

of the gas produced in the process of carbonisation ; and apart from

the adverse efiect of excess inert matter upon the quantity and the

quality of the gas and other products of carbonisation, its efiect upon

the thermal and commercial value of the resultant coke, in which it is
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necessarily concentrated, is probably one of the most serious aspects of

unclean gas coal.

In addition to diminished thermal value, relatively soft and friable

coke produced from such coal has an inordinate affinity for moisture,

absorbing and retaining, as it does, an undue amount of water used in

quenching, thus further detracting from the fuel value of the coke to

the user, and, consequently, its commercial value as compared with

other solid fuels. Having regard to the great importance of its bearing

upon the price charged for gas, no effort should be spared that will tend

to improve and. maintain the quality, and consequently the revenue,

derived from coke. To a large extent, surplus moisture is within the

control of the gasworks staff, but control of the mineral impurities in

gas coal is largely a matter of selection and treatment at the pits.

With a view to economise in the use of coking coal, it is often found

profitable to use a mixture of coking and non-coking coals for carbonising

purposes ; thus coal of a high coke yield, but inferior caking power, may

advantageously be blended with a coal of low coke yield but good caking

power. Such blends produce a satisfactory coke of good quality.

Various theories have been advanced to explain the difference between

coking and non-coking coals, but it cannot be said that the matter is

yet properly understood. No simple relation exists between coking

power and chemical composition ; but it has been shown that coals

either very rich or very poor in hydrogen and oxygen, do not melt

or cake.

The caking power of coal is in some cases nearly lost after ex-

posure, owing to the rapid weathering of the coal. With an increase

in ash content, the caking power diminishes, and good coke may not be

produced if much inert matter is present in the coal. In such cases it is

possible to obtain good coke by previous treatment of the coal whereby

the ash content is reduced by 20 to 60 per cent, and the sulphur by 10 to

50 per cent.

Coal so treated, by means of modern washing plant, should not

contain more than 6 to 7 per cent, of free moisture and not more than

6 per cent, of ash.
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A typical proximate analysis of ordinary unwashed gas coal of average

quality would be as follows :

Moisture ....
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which it in fact excels in efficiency and economy by reason of its greater

radiant effect, freedom from hydrogen, and its absolutely smokeless

characteristic.

Considerable experience with coke produced by modified processes,

designed primarily with a view to facilitate its ignition in domestic

grates, has forced the author to the conclusion that to modify in any

particular the well-known physical characteristics of gas coke would not

only impair its efficiency, but also seriously limit its all-round usefulness

as fuel.

At the time of writing, the gas industry has only recently emerged

from a period of several years during which gas supply authorities were

forced to accept such coal as the colliery owners and the Coal Control

Department of the Government thought fit to send them. There has

also been the " fork versus shovel " controversy at the pits, the miners

insisting on loading " tubs " by means of shovels instead of forks, thus

incorporating with the coal much of the pit refuse, which inevitably

reappeared in the coke. The combination of these baneful influences

has led to much obloquy and many derogatory statements regarding the

quaUty and utihty of coke ; but, these difficulties notwithstanding, coke

has during the past decade made great headway in displacing coal as fuel

for many industrial purposes.

The educational propaganda conducted by the London Coke Com-

mittee, and the consideration and energy directed by gas authorities

towards improvement in the quality and grading of coke, have already

endowed it with an immensely wider sphere of usefulness. Its record is

akeady one of magnificent public service in the allied causes of smoke

prevention and efficiency in fuel practice, as well as in the larger question

of coal conservation. Comparatively recent public experience with

coke as fuel in almost every industry, and for every domestic heating

purpose, already afiords a stable foundation for the immediate develop-

ment of this important branch of the gas industry. Indeed, the gratify-

ing, but only natural result of the London Coke Committee's propaganda,

combined with the good service provided by individual gas companies,

is that the local public demand for coke threatens to exceed the
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corresponding output of gas, a position which, if allowed to exist, would

tend to encourage the undesirable competition of imported fuels and other

heating agents in the manufacture and use of which the tendency is

to dissipate rather than to conserve the country's resources. Gas coke

is the most important manufactured solid fuel which we possess. Having

regard to its general utility and economy for both domestic and industrial

purposes, its wide distribution and availability, the importance of gas

coke as a fuel is second only to that of coal.



CHAPTER III

COKE LORE

The scepticism and misapprehension shown by many contemporary

engineers at the suggestion that coke should be used as fuel for large

boilers tends to prove how little known its use for this purpose was less

than ten years ago, and how thoroughly forgotten were its inherent

advantages, which well-known engineers of the last century recognised

and recorded.

To this day the author is frequently confronted with the statement

that " coke will shorten the life of the boilers," and several stokers have

been known seriously to object to handle coke owing to some supposed

detrimental efiect upon the respiratory organs.

Prejudice and scepticism displayed by potential domestic users of

coke are no less emphatic and deep rooted. During the acute coal

famine which prevailed in many districts as a result of the great coal

dispute of 1921, the author has a clear recollection of a trolley-man vainly

attempting to hawk coke to the fireless residents of a working-class

suburb of a northern town. It was whispered, and evidently believed,

that coke was a virulent cause of pneumonia !

Many, too, still believe that the combustion of coke is improved

by the addition of water, a view that is certainly not endorsed by large

steam users. Complaints, however, are still traceable to this practice
;

and a case in point will serve to illustrate one detrimental effect of added

moisture. A greenhouse boiler with a metal chimney was giving trouble,

and, according to the user, the coke supplied was practically incombust-

ible. Investigation showed that moisture, dehberately added " to make

it burn,'* was being evaporated in the fire-box. The vapour thus formed

was condensed in the metal chimney and automatically returned to the

fire-box, a sort of vicious circle well calculated to cause annoyance.
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Another common statement, derogatory to coke, is that it is " full of

sulphur," while those possessed of some technical kmowledge will main-

tain that its calorific power is low as a result of " taking too much out of

it." Indeed, a prominent coal-owner, whose name as a coal and coke

merchant is well known at many railway depots, has circularised his

customers advocating the use of coal, and, strangely enough, describing

coke as " half-burnt coal."

During a long experience in advocating the use of coke as fuel, the

author has frequently encountered these specious statements, and has

dealt with them, singly and in pairs, as they have been made. The

present opportunity to deal with these popular fallacies in a wholesale

manner is not to be missed.

Taken in the above order, they may be disposed of as follows :

Coke is now used successfully and profitably by many of the most

important steam users as fuel for both mechanically stoked and hand-

fired boilers of the largest capacities. The advantages and relatively

high efficiency of coke are referred to in some of the older text-books on

Steam and the Steam Engine, and for many years coke exclusively was

regarded as the staple fuel for railway locomotives. In this latter con-

nection it is related how the fire-bars used to be chalked in order to

mitigate the effects of overheating, due to insufficient draught, and

how the cylinders used to be lubricated with axle-box grease, introduced

through the exhaust pipe in the funnel, to counteract the effects of the

dry steam generated. In one text-book, it is recorded that Mr. Dewrance,

when Engineer to the Liverpool and Manchester Eailway (about 1850),

invented a locomotive boiler by means of which, it is said, " he was

enabled to use coal instead of coke "—truly a retrograde step which,

unfortunately, has almost universally been copied.

That coke, in common with most fuels—solid, liquid and gaseous

—

contains sulphurjcannot be denied. Coal and fuel oil, for instance,

contain as much as 2 to 3 per cent., or more, sulphur, which, almost

invariably, is half volatile and half " fixed." Carbonised in gas-retorts

at the usualHemperature (2200° Fahr.), the volatile sulphur in coal is

almost entirely, driven off, leaving only the fixed sulphur in the coke.
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Coke contains, therefore, certainly not more sulphur than coal ; but

being deprived of its tarry matter, there is in coke nothing to disguise

the unpleasant odour of heated sulphur. Sulphur is therefore more

in evidence than smoke when coke is burnt under improper conditions,

which allow the escape of combustion products in directions other than

the flues and chimney.

Volatile sulphur is, primarily, the destructive element in coal, so

far as the corrosion of boiler plates is concerned. That coke is no more

destructive than coal is proved by the comparatively long life of coke-

fired steam boilers, of which a few illuminating instances may be given.

Boilers of forty years' service, still working at their original, and even

increased pressures, are common at gasworks. A Cornish boiler, after

fifty years' service on coke exclusively has, at one gasworks, been reset

for a further period of useful work. It is insured at its original working

pressure, proving that its condition has satisfied the Boiler Insurance

Company's inspector.

As regards water-tube boilers, which probably are in this respect

the most sensitive and easily damaged, it w^as given in evidence before

the Coal Smoke Abatement Committee that a Babcock and Wilcox boiler,

hand-fired on coke fuel exclusively, had not had a single tube renewed

in twenty years' service, whereas, using Yorkshire coal slack on similar

boilers, it has frequently been the author's experience to renew several

damaged tubes per week. If, in fact, coke had a harmful effect upon

boilers it would have been found out long ago.

For similar reasons, coke is less destructive of the grates and fire-bars

of steam boilers.

The supposed baneful effect of coke-firing upon the respiratory organs

can best be disposed of by reminding readers that at gasworks and

coke ovens, iron foundries and blast furnaces, which are certainly not

regarded as unhealthy occupations, the workmen are constantly engaged

in handling coke without any bad effects whatever.

One result of wetting coke before use is the removal, to some extent,

of the fine coating of moist ash or breeze which sometimes adheres to it,

and which causes the characteristic crackling sound when fired. This
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may conceivably have given rise to the belief that by wetting coke it

burned brighter ; but it must be borne in mind that, inevitably, added

moisture must be evaporated, at the expense of fuel, before ignition and

combustion can ensue.

The best reply to the allegation that " too much is taken out of it
"

is to indicate, as detailed in later chapters, the reuslts obtained with

coke in actual practice, compared with those obtained in similar circum-

stances with coal of equal or greater calorific power. In this regard,

it cannot too often be repeated that coke successfully competes with

and supersedes coal, entirely on its merits, as the more economical fuel.

It is used in lieu of coal by discriminating steam users and others, not

merely for sentimental reasons, but because it pays to do so.

More subtle and important are statements such as those emanating

from a learned professor and published in a responsible journal dealing

with matters pertaining to fuel economy and smoke abatement, which

tend to convey an erroneous impression as to the noxious character

and quantity of the combustion products of coke, as compared with

those of coal

:

" Coke contains in each 100 lb. 90 of carbon, \ of hydrogen, IJ of

nitrogen, IJ of sulphur, and 5f of ash. ... It should be remembered
that the combustion of this fuel pours into the air considerably greater

volumes of the negative poisons, sulphuric acid and carbonic oxide

gases, than those given ofi by an equal weight of coal . . . hence between

coal and coke it is a question of balancing the disadvantages of coal,

which emits perhaps J of 1 per cent, of its weight as visible smoke,

against the disadvantages of coke, which emits, say, 25 per cent, more
sulphurous acid gas than coal.''

The immediate and most pressing aspect of the smoke problem is

the eUmination of the visible products of combustion. The emission

of relatively minute quantities of other, and admittedly noxious, products

is unavoidable, if industry is to be carried on by the combustion of fuel,

whether sohd, Hquid or gaseous ; but in this connection it cannot too

often be pointed out that the process of coke manufacture is carried on

at a temperature of about 2000° Fahr., which has the effect of driving
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off the volatile sulphur contained in coal. The sulphur contained in a

ton of coke is, therefore, certainly not more, but probably less than that

contained in a ton of coal. It is, moreover, of the fixed variety, difficult

to volatiHse, and, as a rule, is largely rejected in the ash and clinker,

whereas the sulphur contained in raw coal is present, in about equal

proportions, as fixed and volatile sulphur.

The professor points out, in the article referred to, that the flame

from a coke fire is free from particles of carbon and tarry vapour.

Deprived of these visible constituents, it is not surprising that in the

combustion products of coke, sulphurous gases are more in evidence than

in those of coal ; but it certainly does not follow that they are in any

way more noxious or deleterious. This is abundantly proved, as already

shown, by the long useful life of coke-fired boiler tubes as compared

with those of boilers fired with, say, South Yorkshire coal slack or other

coal high in sulphur content.

For the year 1913 the total output of coal in the United Kingdom

was approximately 287,000,000 tons, about 1,000,000 tons being

exported. The following table accounts for the remainder

:

Tons.

1. Railways

2. Coasting steamers

3. Factories

4. Mines....
5. Iron and steel industries

6. Other metals and minerals

7. Brickworks, potteries, glass

works

8. Gasworks

9. Domestic

works, chemica

15,000,000

2,500,000

60,000,000

20,500,000

31,000,000

1,250,000

5,750,000

18,000,000

35,000,000

189,000,000

The very large proportion of our total annual coal output used for

the purpose of steam raising will be seen from the above estimate,

made by the Coal Conservation Committee in 1918.
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British railway locomotives alone devour raw coal at the rate of

15,000,000 tons per annum. This fact is deplored by the poet Dobell in

the following delightful verses, which serve to remind us of the dwindling

of our irreplaceable coal resources, and the urgent need for economising

in its use :

" Who comes, who comes o'er mountains laid,

Vales lifted, straightened ways ?

'Tis he ! the mightier horse we made
To serve our nobler days !

But now, unheard, I saw afar

His cloud of windy mane
Now, level as a blazing star,

He thunders through the plain !

The life he needs, the food he loves,

This cold earth bears no more
;

He fodders on the eternal groves

That heard the dragon's roar.

Disdainful, from his fiery jaws

He snorts his vital heat.

And, easy as his shadow, draws,

Long drawn, the living street."

Although in terms of coal consumption per train mile the express

railway locomotive is remarkably economical, it evidently does not

require the trained eye of an engineer to discern its rapacious appetite

for the " food he loves," in its raw state, or its want of economy in

" vital heat."

Reversion to the old practice of carbonising coal for use in railway

locomotives may possibly be foreshadowed by the recent installation

by the Great Western Railway Company at Swindon, of a modern

Dempster-Toogood vertical coal carbonising plant, to carbonise 240 tons

of coal and yield 3,000,000 cubic feet of gas and 170 tons of coke per day,

with provision for extension to double this quantity.

Of the 18,000,000 tons of coal used annually in the metropoHs, only

4,000,000 tons are as yet treated at gasworks, producing about 2,000,000

tons of coke. As an example of what has been accomplished in organised
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fuel manufacture and distribution in the metropolis, the following facts

are interesting

:

The largest gas undertaking, The Gas Light & Coke Company (in

addition to 11 to 12 million gallons of gas oil used in the process of oil gas

manufacture), carbonises about 2,000,000 tons of coal per annum, and

finds emplojmaent for 15,000 workmen, most of whom are co-partners

holding collectively half-a-million pounds worth of the Company's

ordinary stock. The Company serves 900,000 consumers, who, through

the operation of the " sHding scale," benefit equally with the workmen

and proprietors in economies effected in working and management.

A few of the direct products of coal carbonisation, essential to

the industrial development of the country as well as for the defence of

the Empire, are indicated by the diagram on previous page, which serves

also to indicate the scope and importance of the gas industry and its

incidence upon the economic and industrial Hfe of the community.

Referring to certain municipal gas authorities in The Smokeless City,'^

Mr. E. D. Simon, M.I.C.E., joint author, and late Lord Mayor of Man-

chester, makes the following important point

:

" Progress in smokeless heating means, in practice, increasing the

use of gas and coke, and decreasing correspondingly the use of raw coal.

It is clearly the duty of the Government and municipalities to encourage

this movement by all means in their power. And yet we may find many
municipalities actively hindering it by deliberately putting a tax on the

use of gas, while leaving the burning of raw coal free. This is not done
openly in the form of an honest tax, so that the gas user may know what
is happening, but is called a profit on the gas undertaking. But what
does it mean ? The undertaking must of course pay interest and sinking

fund on the capital invested, and should accumulate any reserve fund
that may be necessary. Any profit beyond that goes in rehef of rates,

and is nothing but a direct tax on the use of gas. Now a tax on coal

would be bad enough ; fuel is an absolute necessity, and everybody
agrees that such a tax falls unduly on the poor, and is in every way a bad
tax. But if fuel is to be taxed at all, why tax gas (often by as much as

10 per cent, of its value) and leave coal fires ? Think what it means :

1 The Smokeless City, by E. D. Simon and Marion Fitzgerald. Longmans, London.
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of two householders, living next door to one another, one has an all-coal

house and pours forth smoke on his neighbour's garden all the year round

;

the other takes the trouble to instal central heating, gas cooker and gas

fires and makes no smoke at all. The latter is taxed heavily on his gas,

the former pays not a penny. Truly a curious way of encouraging

smokeless methods !

"



CHAPTEE IV

COKE AS FUEL FOR STEAM RAISING

SmcE the advent of the Ministry of Health, and the present high price

of coal, more than usual interest has been bestowed upon the working of

steam boilers and upon coal smoke abatement. Various remedies have

been suggested with the view to obtaining better results ; but expert

investigation and research, the training of stokers and scientific methods

of control have, so far, been apparently the only lines upon which either

private or official action has been suggested. These measures are, of

course, very desirable, and so far as they have been applied and main-

tained they have effected economies which will materially help the

situation ; but such expedients must, in the light of past experience, be

regarded not as a panacea, but merely as palliatives which require not

less, but more scientific knowledge and skill which are apparently not

yet possessed by the average steam user or the great majority of stokers.

On the other hand, it is of the essence of good management not to

compHcate, but to ehminate or render " fool-proof," so far as possible,

operations or processes which must be entrusted to unskilled operatives.

The efficient and smokeless combustion of bituminous coal under steam

boilers is acknowledged to be a thermo-chemical process of great com-

plexity, requiring great skill, experience and constant attention ; but

recent experience has proved that even this operation is amenable to

treatment by a process of complete or partial elimination.

On many important steam plants the use of bituminous coal, with all

its attendant inefficiency and waste, has now been eliminated entirely,

or very materially reduced, by the substitution of coke, the furnaces

being suitably adapted. The adaptation of certain types of existing

mechanical stokers to the use of coke, or mixtures of coke and coal, has.
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however, proved to be a more difficult problem ; but it may now be

claimed that this has satisfactorily been accomplished so far as the

popular and widely used chain-grate stoker is concerned. By means of

a simple system of blending, introduced by the author, the use of bitumin-

ous coal as fuel for stoking by means of chain-grates is reduced to the

minimum, while the relatively small proportion of coal so used is employed

to greater advantage than has hitherto been found possible under ordinary

everyday conditions. This system, known as the " Sandwich '' system

of blending and feeding fuel to steam boiler furnaces, which incidentally

permits a material increase in national wealth through by-product

recovery, enjoys the distinction of having been accorded official en-

couragement by the Coal Mines Department of the Board of Trade

during the War. Readily applicable to existing mechanical stokers, it

has already been adopted by several important steam users, primarily

as a temporary expedient, in order to maintain essential pubHc services

during the period of acute coal shortage ; but extensive alterations to

overhead storage bunkers which have since been carried out at electricity

and other power stations, with the object of facilitating fuel-blending

operations, appear to indicate that many of the more important users

have adopted the system as a permanent institution, not merely from

patriotic considerations but simply because it pays.

Certain definite factors have hitherto limited the range of fuels which

could be utiHsed economically for steam raising at electricity supply,

tramway and other power stations. The transport-economising " zone
""

system of satisfying local demands from the nearest sources of fuel

supply, introduced during the War, has, in this country, as well as

abroad, revealed faults in power station design which have unnecessarily

limited the range of choice of fuels available. Almost invariably these

stations have been laid out on the assumption that free-burning bitu-

minous coal of uniform grade and quaUty would be the staple fuel used.

Draught, mechanical coal-handhng, storing and stoking appHances are

more or less inflexible, and no provision has been made for the systematic

grading and blending of different descriptions of fuel. In the light of

present knowledge, and in view of the economies obtainable from the
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Sandwich system of blending fuel, such methods must be regarded as

primitive ; except, perhaps, for their crude simphcity, they have nothing

to warrant their embodiment in new, or their continuance in existing

power stations.

So far as the author is aware, no attempt has hitherto been made

systematically to blend soHd fuels having different physical and chemical

characteristics for the purpose of improving the efficiency and intensity

of combustion. Mainly with the object of complying with specified

conditions as to calorific power, viscosity, flash point, etc., fuel oils

and spirits are frequently blended by distillers and dealers. The blending

of coal gas with carburetted or blue water gas, so that the resultant

mixture conforms to the declared standard of calorific power, etc., is

also a practice which has been brought within the region of an exact

science by gas engineers ; and the possibility of blending, in order to

improve the efficiency of combustion of gaseous fuel, is a subject which

is now receiving close attention. Users of pulverised coal also recognise

the advantages of blending high and low grade fuels, for specific purposes

or for commercial considerations, a practice to which this system of

combustion readily lends itself. For use in rotary cement kilns, for

instance, a certain minimum of volatile combustible in the pulverised

fuel is necessary in order to avoid risk of unburnt carbon finding its way
into the cement material. With this knowledge, the large user, who

is usually also a shrewd buyer, takes advantage of variations in prices,

selecting those fuels which for the time being are the most advantageous
;

and, having ascertained their proximate analyses, he proceeds to com-

pound a mixture of two or more different kinds that will conform to

his requirements at minimum cost. This is one of the advantages of

this system which has very considerable importance ; but apart from the

larger consideration of coal conservation, it may be of interest to examine

to what extent the ordinary power user may avail himself of the practical

and financial advantages that accrue from the judicious blending of

different kinds or grades of coal—bituminous or anthracitic—with gas

coke or coke breeze, with the object of improving the thermal and

commercial efficiency of his boiler plant, and, at the same time, prevent-
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ing the emission of visible smoke. As is well known, many of the rich

hydrocarbons contained in bituminous coal begin to distil at tempera-

tures much below those necessary to effect their ignition and complete

combustion, and are therefore largely wasted ; but, incidentally, it is

this very characteristic of coal which enables it, by the process of

carbonisation and by-product recovery, to contribute so largely towards

the national wealth. To judge by the various systems of buying and

selling coal and other fuels merely on the basis of their calorific power,

and regardless of thermal efficiency, the bearing of this important

factor upon the fuel cost of steam production and heating does not

appear to have been fully appreciated.

So long ago as 1901 the late Mr. W. H. Booth advanced what was

then a new theory of two-stage bituminous combustion in boiler furnaces.

He showed that the furnace temperatures attainable in ordinary circum-

stances depend not so much upon the calorific power of coal as upon its

composition. In a piece of coal, he argued, there exist soHd carbon,

soHd hydrogen and soHd oxygen. It is well known how great is the

amount of heat required to be taken from the so-called permanent

gases in order to reduce them to liquid form, and how it is still more

difficult to render them solid ; and the soHd coal will dissolve into

combustible vapour only at the expense of the heat in surrounding

bodies, as ice dissolves to water, or water to vapour, at the expense of

heat. In gas making, the heat required is obtained from the fuel used

in the retort producer furnace, and this process of carbonisation and

gasification absorbs anything from 15 to 25 per cent, of the heat avail-

able in the coal. In the steam boiler furnace the necessary heat is

obtained from the incandescent fuel on the grate. If the volatile parts

of ordinary bituminous coal could be caused to escape entirely unburnt,

Mr. Booth further showed, the net fuel efficiency might be as low as

25 per cent., as the volatile hydrocarbons carry with them not merely

their own calorific capacity but also the heat rendered latent in the

process of distillation.

In dealing with non-bituminous fuel such as coke, which is a " single

stage " fuel, experience has proved that efficient combustion and high
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calorific effect are much easier to secure than in the case of bituminous

coal ; and the theory advanced by Mr. Booth affords one explanation.

The main reason for the superior thermal efficiency of coke is that in its

combustion no water is produced and therefore no heat is rendered latent

by the formation of steam. The " gross " and " net " heating values

are identical, while with coal, some of the heat of its combustion is ex-

pended in driving off the hydrocarbons. With coke, all the heat units

evolved in the process of combustion are available for useful heating

purposes.



CHAPTEE V

COKE AS FUEL FOR ELECTRIC POWER STATIONS

That coke should be mentioned in a report now published annually

by the Electricity Commissioners, as one of the three staple fuels used

at electric power stations is certainly significant, as it tends to prove

that not only have the difficulties attending its use been overcome

satisfactorily, but also that coke has at last achieved the recognition

which it merits as an economical and efficient fuel for steam raising.

Like daylight saving and other obvious aids to economy, the intro-

duction of coke as fuel for steam raising had to await the strenuous

conditions brought about by the War ; but it is gratifying to note that

the economy effected by its use during a period of acute coal shortage

has stood the test of competition with coal at prices which approach

those quoted prior to the war period. Its continued use in preference

to coal tends, in fact, to prove that its inherent advantages are now

more fully appreciated by those who, by training and experience, are

best able to appraise the relative values of different kinds of fuel.

The introduction of coke as fuel for steam raising at important power

stations was not, however, merely a matter of opportunity, or simply

one of offering it at an attractive price : coke has always been plentiful

and relatively cheap. The chief difficulty was its utilisation on the

existing natural draught mechanical chain-grate stokers installed at

most power stations, which was said to be impossible ; and, indeed,

many power station engineers had tried and failed to use it on chain-

grates by ordinary methods.

Similar experiments made by the author led to the evolution of the

Sandwich system of burning coke and coal slack in superimposed layers

on chain-grate stokers, and as it is mainly by means of this system

that coke is now used as fuel at power stations (which, incidentally,
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include those recording very low fuel costs per unit generated), a descrip-

tion of the Sandwich system may be of interest.

Designed primarily as a means of utilising coke breeze as fuel for steam

raising, experience has proved that this system of blending bituminous

coal with non-volatile coke has certain inherent advantages which can

be turned to good account in practice. In using moist coking-coal

slack, containing as a rule about 30 per cent, of volatile matter, on a

chain-grate stoker, a fire of only 4 inches, or less, in thickness, with

consequent in-leakage of excess air, a low furnace temperature, the

formation of smoke and the rejection of an unduly high proportion of

unburnt fuel with the ash and clinker are among the difficulties

commonly experienced. These

difficulties may be attributed

largely to the high proportion of

volatile matter in the coal ; but

all effort at blending, simply

by mixing intimately a consider-

able proportion of coke, failed

as a result of such mixtures

refusing to ignite. This, of

course, was due to the ignition

or coking arch not being main-

tained at an adequately high

temperature.

By dividing the feed hopper, as shown in Fig. 4, it was found that

coal and coke could be fed into the furnace in well-defined layers ; and
the coal bemg fed from d, the inner half of the hopper, the coal layer

was uppermost and, consequently, in the position most effectively to

maintam the temperature of the coking arch, so that continuous ignition

of the coke was assured.

The thickness of the coke layer, fed from hopper d^, may be as much
as 6 or 7 inches, according to the height of the coking arch above
the grate level, and the draught available, representing 50 to 75 per cent,

of the total fuel fired.

Vv

££

Fig. 4.—Sandwich System.
Stoker.

Chain-grate
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This layer of coke forms an ideal support upon which to burn the

finely divided semi-volatile coal, which is fed in a thin layer, normally

about 2 inches in thickness.

Obviously, however, the proportion of coal to coke is variable, accord-

ing to circumstances, conditions of

load, and according to the difference

in price.

In other cases, where the primary

object is to economise by using coal

of an anthracitic character, which,

used by itself, would tend to overheat

the grate, the feed hopper has been

divided into three compartments by

fitting two adjustable diaphragms

Fig. 5.—Sandwich System. Chain-grate
Stoker.

Fig. 6.—Sandwich System. Class E
Underfeed Stoker.

(Fig. 5). Sandwiched in this way between two layers of bituminous coal

slack, risk of damage to the grate is eliminated, while continuous ignition

with a minimum proportion of bituminous coal is obtained.

The Sandwich system of fuel blending has also been satisfactorily

adapted to the E type Underfeed stoker (see Fig. 6), but in this case the

coke is fed into the inner half of the feed hopper, the proportion being

varied by a lateral, instead of a vertical, movement of the diaphragm.

The utilisation, at electricity supply stations, of carbonised fuel in
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conjunction with inferior coal slack useless for any other than direct

fuel purposes, rendered possible and profitable by means of the

Sandwich system, has an important bearing upon the larger question

of a fuller utilisation of the country's coal resources and the problem

of industrial coal-smoke prevention. It is probably one of the most

remarkable facts of the present time that, out of a million tons of

coal raised in this country every working day, less than 13 per cent,

is subjected to treatment and by-product recovery at gasworks and

coke ovens. Yet there is no practical limit to the extent to which

the process of coal carbonisation could profitably be carried on. Given

Parliamentary encouragement of the principles of coal economy that gave

rise to the now historical Super Power Station scheme, the country's

resources are more than adequate to provide the plant necessary to deal

with and render innocuous the whole of the bituminous coal at present

burnt in its raw state.



CHAPTER VI

FUEL BLENDING

THE PATENT SANDWICH SYSTEM

The acute coal famine, which followed the great strike of coal miners

in 1912, led the author to experiment with mixtures of inferior coal slack

and coke breeze as fuel for firing water-tube boilers fitted with mechanical

chain-grate stokers. Employed at that time as a power station engineer

to an important electric power supply company, the imperative necessity

for eking out the meagre stocks of coal provided the opportunity for

experiments with coke breeze as a substitute. This material was obtain-

able from local gasworks and coke ovens in abundance at very cheap

rates, but, hitherto, it was considered unsuitable for use with chain-grate

stokers at power stations, working under natural draught conditions.

Preliminary experiments with intimate admixtures of coke demon-

strated the impossibility of maintaining the necessarily high temperature

of the coking arch when any considerable quantity of breeze was added.

Mixed with coal in this way, the non-volatile breeze, which was more or

less moist, had the effect of retarding the volatilisation of the coal, and

misfiring occurred, due to the cooling-off of the ignition arch.

The introduction of the coke in a layer from a separate hopper, con-

structed in front of the existing coal-feed hopper (see Fig. 7), proved an

immediate success. The layer of coke was increased, and the thickness

of the upper coal layer was diminished, until a result was obtained that

gave the normal maximum output of steam with the minimum consump-

tion of raw coal.

After long and painful experience in firing Yorkshire coal slack by

itself on chain-grate stokers, the results obtained with the coke and coal

mixture, fed in Sandwich fashion, was a revelation. Excess air, usually
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of necessity admitted to the furnaces to the extent of 150 to 200 per cent.,

was now diminished to the minimum. The boilers responded immedi-

ately to the increased furnace temperature thus obtained ; and, instead

of large quantities of partially consumed coal being rejected by the

mechanical stokers as heretofore, only completely burnt out ash and

clinker had to be removed.

The commercial potentialities of this discovery were fully realised

Fig. 7.—Sandwich System. Chain-gkate Stoker.

A. Coal Hopper. B. Coke Hopper,

by the author, and there is considerable professional gratification in

seeing the Sandwich system adopted as a permanent institution by

electric power supply authorities, who, hitherto, had been considered

as possessing " the last word " in economic fuel practice ; but the

new outlet thus opened up for a by-product of the gasworks, in a

quarter that was naturally considered the least promising, is probably

the most gratifying result of the author's present mission to promote

the use of coke as fuel, one power station alone steadily absorbing 40,000

tons per annum, a quantity equal to about half its total fuel consumption.
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Although used at electricity supply stations which claimed the

lowest recorded fuel cost per unit generated, it required the imperative

need for economy in fuel that was brought about by the War, as well as

an invitation from the Coal Controller to view the Sandwich system in

operation at the London County Council's power station at Greenwich, to

impress steam users w4th its importance ; and the comparative ease with

which existing mechanical chain-grate stokers can be adapted to the use

of coke on the Sandwich system led one unauthorised user to remark

that " it would be impossible to obtain a valid patent for an invention

so ridiculously simple," a remark that was backed up by the statement

that " it would be as reasonable to apply for a patent for breathing

the atmosphere/'

Other users of the Sandwich system of fuel blending have acknow-

ledged its advantages and pointed out the importance of its bearing

upon the smoke question and upon the whole question of coal conserva-

tion by rendering available to the largest users of fuel inferior coal slack

and a by-product of coal carbonisation which hitherto have been, and

are still in many districts regarded as waste products.

At a conference of Municipal Tramway Authorities, the General

Manager of the London County Council Tramways, in a paper on " Power

Expenses," gave, inter alia, the following interesting data relating to coke

and coal used as fuel at the Greenwich generating station during 1919-

20, according to the Electrical Review :

" Tons of fuel used—176,400.
Average price per ton for coal—41s. ITSd.

Average calorific value—10,780 B.Th.U.

Average per centage of ash—14-59.

Average percentage of ash in coke—10"0.

Average calorific value of coke—11,500 B.Th.U.

Average calorific value of coke breeze—9000 B.Th.U.

Tons of coke and breeze used—25,000.
" Early in 1918 experiments were carried out at the Greenwich power

station with a view to burning coke on the * Sandwich ' system. These

experiments proved successful, and, when the Coal Controller decided

to curtail coal supplies by 15 per cent., it was found possible to make
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up the deficiency by using coke in this manner. The results obtained

were so satisfactory that the Coal Controller recognised them as being

of public service, and arranged for engineers from other undertakings

to inspect the lay-out with a view to adopting a similar system."

Incidentally, this arrangement, made by the Coal Controller then

in office, is, so far as the author is concerned, the only known official

recognition for this " public service," which was the means of main-

taining, during a very critical period, the normal tramway service in

London, while, in other less enlightened communities, the tramway

services, and also the revenue derived from them, were curtailed by

about 15 per cent. The following further data were also given :

" With Scotch nuts at 42s. per ton, and coke breeze at 22s. 6d. per

ton, the cost per 1000 gallons of water evaporated is approximately

19s. 6d., using approximately equal quantities of each fuel, as against

23s. 2d. with coal alone. The coke was supplied from gasworks only

a short distance from the power station."

From this statement it will be gathered that in addition to a saving

in fuel transport and storage there is a net saving in fuel cost of about

16 per cent, on all steam generated from a 50 per cent, mixture of coal

and coke breeze, by means of the Sandwich system. From these figures

also it may readily be calculated that the average evaporation obtained

per lb. of the mixed fuels (coal and breeze) is approximately 7*25 lb.,

or over 70 per cent, efficiency—^a result that many steam users would

be glad to obtain with high grade washed coal. At other power stations

an evaporation of over 9 lb. has been recorded with coal and coke.

At the Greenwich power station there are forty-eight water-tube boilers

installed, and the extent of the saving effected will be gathered from

the following official report of the London County Council Highways

Committee :

" The results have been extremely satisfactory and have led to a

large proportion of coke being burnt with the coal and a considerable

saving in the cost of fuel. Owing to the increased use of coke and coke

breeze, a saving of about £8000 a year can be effected.
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" Apart from the saving in money, low grade classes of fuel, which

often have to be accepted during the present coal shortage, can be dealt

with, on the Sandwich system, at a much higher efficiency than would

be the case if burnt separately."

From the national view-point, the latter paragraph, which confirms

the experience of other important users of coke on this system, is probably

the more significant. Low grade coal slack, practically useless for any

other than direct fuel purposes, often considered unsaleable and buried

in the pits, is now used, blended in this way with graded coke, efficiently

and smokelessly, in place of the higher grades of coal, which are thus

released for export or carbonising purposes.

Experience gained at other important power stations, where the Sand-

wich system of fuel blending has been in use for several years, also proves

that important advantages, bearing upon fuel costs, boiler efficiency and

capacity, have been introduced by the adoption of this system. Apart

from the question of smoke prevention, these advantages, in view of the

increasing cost of fuel, and the necessity for its utilisation on the most

rational lines, command careful consideration. Briefly stated they are

as follows

:

BARGAINING ADVANTAGES

Certain concrete conditions which obtain at most power plants have

hitherto limited the range of choice of fuels to certain grades of bitu-

minous coal low in ash content. High freight charges and limited boiler

capacity have necessitated freedom from smalls and dust, owing to

difficulty in firing coal slack on mechanical chain-grate stokers without

undue loss due to riddling, or sifting, of small coal through the grate.

The use of anthracitic Welsh coal, however attractive in price, was

precluded owing to the damage caused to the grates by its use. The

use of relatively cheap gas coke, or coke breeze, as fuel, either exclusively

or intimately mixed with low grade coal slack, has hitherto proved to

be impossible owing to the inability of existing mechanical stokers to

deal satisfactorily with this class of fuel, which, used in ordinary circum-

stances, often involves serious loss in steaming capacity or risk of
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misfiring. Moreover, power station boiler equipment being largely of a

similar character and t}^e, the consequent universal demand for screened

nut coal, of a uniform grade, has led to an inordinate increase in price,

which has frequently been advanced far beyond its actual net evaporative

value. On the other hand, relatively cheap coal slack, of about equal

calorific power, is either allowed to accumulate on pit banks or is actually

buried in the pits to the extent, it is said, of millions of tons per annum,

owing to lack of adequate demand ; and good quality coke breeze is in

certain districts often discarded as unsaleable. The Sandwich system

of fuel blending renders the use of these fuels not only practicable, but

highly advantageous from every point of view ; and the bargaining

advantage of having alternative fuels, instead of only one more or less

uniform kind of coal, will readily be appreciated by shrewd buyers, while

the national advantage accruing from the possibility of carbonising the

higher grades of coal, recovering the by-products and using directly as

fuel only coal of low grade, will be appreciated by all.

PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES

The serious loss due to unburnt fuel and to riddling and sifting of

small coal between the grate bars, particularly with the mechanical chain-

grate stoker, the type of stoker by far the most extensively used, has

always been an important factor bearing upon fuel costs. The magnitude

of the waste due to this cause may be gauged from the following reference :

" The amount of unburnt fuel in the ash is a very knotty point

indeed, and the most serious losses in this connection are undoubtedly

taking place in many power stations. I know of one case in my own

personal experience where an unusually efficient and wide-awake works

manager was being paid to take away fine ash from a generating station,

ostensibly for use as road material, and was then actually using it as fuel

under his ' Lancashire ' boilers and obtaining excellent results. One of

the essential defects of the ordinary chain-grate stoker is the amount of

unburnt material in the ash and riddlings that falls through the compara-

tively large air spaces rendered necessary by the size of the links." ^

1 Mr. David Brownlie, in the Electrician, 7th April 1923.
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Various means have been tried to prevent this loss, but, ultimately,

the use of relatively expensive screened and washed nut coal is resorted

to as the most reliable preventative. Reference to the diagram (Fig. 4)

will show how the Sandwich system effectively prevents loss due to this

cause, and at the same time renders the use of relatively cheap fuels

efficient and practicable. The layer of coke or coke breeze may be 3 to

7 inches in depth, according to the height of the coking arch and to the

draught available, 0-25 inch w.g., measured over the fire, being sufficient

for a 5 or 6 inch layer of coke. Now, it is well known that finely divided

coal, when dry, flows through a moving chain-grate like so much graphite

;

but the coefficient of friction between the particles of coke is such that

it does not flow freely like coal dust ; and, moreover, the layer of coke

forms an ideal " grate " upon which to burn semi-volatile coal slack,

the innumerable interstices between the separate pieces of coke pro-

viding the fijie streams of air essential to complete combustion, and at

the same time providing an impenetrable baffle which prevents sifting of

the fine coal particles. The semi-volatile bituminous coal, supported on

top of the coke layer, begins to volatilise immediately it enters the furnace

under the coking or ignition arch, the burning gases maintaiuing the under

side of the arch at the high temperature essentially necessary to ensure

continuous ignition of the fuel as it enters the furnace. It is in this

essential feature that coke alone, or any considerable intimate admixture

of coke and coal, fails in practice, as the temperature of the arch is

gradually lost and noisfiring occurs. By means of the Sandwich system,

the use of smoke-producing bituminous coal is reduced to the minimum,

and that so used is used to the best possible advantage. Being spread

upon a thick layer of coke, it is in the best position for maintaining satis-

factory ignition. The coke feed is adjusted, as in the case of the coal,

by means of a sliding guillotine or shutter.

BOILER, FUEL AND GRATE EFFICIENCY

The term " boiler efficiency,*' of course, always includes the relative

efficiency of the fuel used, as well as that of the grate or mechanical
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stoker. Obviously, all fuels are not equally efficient, and all stokers

vary in their capacity to convert the potential energy of fuel into useful

heat. It is well known that in burning bituminous coal under a steam

boiler a very considerable amount of heat has to be expended in volatil-

ising or distilling the volatile matter in the coal, which amounts to about

30 per cent, by weight ; and these gases, after having absorbed heat in

the course of their formation, are, together with their latent heat, very

liable to waste. They are not only difficult to ignite, requiring as they

do a high temperature and a large excess of air, but are very liable to

be extinguished owing to the proximity of the relatively cool boiler

heating surfaces, with which they cannot possibly come into contact and

remain ignited. The heat of the flame thus extinguished is not only

lost, but smoke is formed and a fresh coating of insulating soot is deposited

upon the boiler heating surfaces, thus preventing, to a large extent, inti-

mate contact and transfer of heat from the escaping hot gases. It

follows that it would be very desirable to eliminate the use of semi-

volatile coal fuel altogether, or at least to restrict its use to the minimum.

Less excess air would be required, smoke emission and sooting would be

avoided and, consequently, a higher furnace temperature and a more

efficient transfer of heat could be maintained. The use of non-volatile

fuel alone on mechanical chain -grate stokers under ordinary natural

draught conditions is, however, practically impossible. Adapted by

means of the Sandwich system, the use of semi-volatile coal as fuel is

not only reduced to the minimum, but that used is used efficiently, as

will be gathered from the test results (page 46) obtained by an independent

authority.

BOILER STEAMING CAPACITY

It automatically follows that if the above sources of loss are elimin-

ated, the efficiency, as well as the capacity, of the boiler will be materially

increased by means of the Sandwich system of fuel blending ; that this

is so, long experience and the test results quoted tend to prove. Instead

of being in the proportion of 30 to 35 per cent, by weight, as it would

be if bituminous coal alone were used as fuel, the proportion of volatile
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combustible contained in the blended fuels is reduced to 10 or 12 per cent.

In this respect the coal and coke mixture can be so regulated that the

proportion of volatile matter in the blended fuels is identical with

that of the best quality smokeless Welsh coal, which, probably, is

Nature's most efficient solid fuel.

Coke, as already pointed out, being free from hydrogen, burns without

the formation of water. This fact, and the reduction of the volatile

matter in the combined fuel to the minimum, constitutes an important

element in obtaining and maintaining smokeless combustion and a high

thermal efficiency. The considered opinion of one important power

station engineer, who, as a result of the substantial savings effected by

means of the Sandwich system of fuel blending, has made extensive

alterations to overhead storage bunkers, and installed coke cutters, in

order to facilitate blending operations, is as follows :

" After eighteen months' experience with the Sandwich system of

fuel blending on a large scale at a power station using on the average

3000 tons of fuel per week, I have come to the conclusion that the use of

this system has introduced quite a new line of thought in fuel use which

has many important advantages from both the commercial and national

points of view. Equipped with di\aded overhead storage bunkers, and
other facilities for blending at the boiler furnaces, the combinations which

can be secured are practically infinite. By means of a simple system

of trial and error, the most advantageous mixture, having regard to price

and all other factors, is readily determined ; and a high thermal and
commercial efficiency can thus be maintained which, without the control

and elasticity incidental to the Sandwich system, would be impossible.''

In recent power station design the stereotyped system of coal con-

veyers and undivided overhead bunkers, communicating by means of a

single shute to each mechanical stoker, is still in evidence ; and having

regard to recent experience in grading and blending fuels, and the

financial advantages that accrue, it is to be hoped that in future due

provision will be made to facilitate these operations at important new

power stations.

The following is an extract from an official report upon the results
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of comparative tests with coal and coke, fired on the Sandwich system,

and coal only, on a B. & W. Boiler at a London power station :

" The normal guaranteed evaporative capacity of the boiler was

6000 lb. per hour. In Test No. 1 the coal and coke were each weighed

separately and filled by hand into their respective feed hoppers on the

chain-grate stoker. The patent double hopper Sandwich system of

feeding adopted is substantially that indicated in Fig. 4 ^ ; d}, being the

coke feed hopper and d that for the coal, while g is the separating

diaphragm. Thus, the composite feed enters the furnace in well-defined

superimposed layers, the coal being on top. The volatile gases given off

from the latter maintain the firebrick ignition or ' coking ' arch in an

incandescent state, thus establishing positive and continuous ignition at

the point of entry on the grate. With a simple and intimate admixture

of coal with coke in any considerable proportion, it has been proved

impossible to maintain these essential conditions, as the arch gradually

cools and misfiring occurs.

" The proportion of volatile matter was approximately 8 per cent,

of that of coal only ; this would appear to constitute an important

element in determining the thermal efficiency, for the reason that the

hydrocarbon loss is minimised, due to the reduction of volatile matter

in the combined fuel. The thermal efficiency obtained in Test No. 1 was

80 per cent., and in Test No. 2, with coal only, 61 per cent., showing a

difference of 19 per cent, in favour of the combined fuel."
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Taking a 50 per cent, mixture of ordinary bituminous coal slack and

coke, as commonly used on the Sandwich system, the following analyses

show how nearly the chemical composition of such a mixture resembles

that of smokeless Welsh coal, which, as already pointed out, is probably

Nature's most efficient combination of volatile and fixed combustible :
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RESULTS OF BOILER TRL\LS MADE AT THE BRISTOL ELECTRICITY

WORKS WITH COKE BREEZE FIRED BY MEANS OF THE UNDERFEED
TRAVELLING GRATE STOKER
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It will be noted that for easy comparison, the rate of evaporation,

and percentage fuel cost under ordinary conditions, are each given as 100.

SU:\IMARY OF COMPARATIVE TESTS



CHAPTEE VII

THE CHAIN-GRATE STOKER

Frequent reference has been made in previous pages to the mechanical

chain-grate stoker as a means of utilising coke as fuel for steam raising.

In various forms, which differ only in detail, this type of stoker is prob-

ably more in evidence at electricity supply and other power stations

than any other type.

The long life of some of the earlier chain-grate stokers is remarkable.

A number of the original Juckes stokers installed in the London and

Manchester districts are stiU in use and apparently equal to a further

long period of useful service, after being fifty years at work. Modern

stokers of this type will no doubt give equally satisfactory results.

That the chain-grate stoker can readily be adapted to use a large

proportion of coke in conjunction with bituminous coal slack, by means

of the Sandwich system, has already been shown ; and having regard

to its long life, popularity, and, therefore, its importance as a potential

user of coke, a brief reference to its history may not be out of place.

According to Mr. David Brownlie, writing in Combustion, " John

Juckes, of Shropshire, took out his first British patent for the chain-

grate stoker in 1841. His specification embodies the complete invention

of the chain-grate stoker almost identical in every way with the modern

stoker, including the endless chain of cast iron links or bars, and the

movable framework or carriage as well as the vertical sliding door and the

adjustable tension arrangement.''

There is some doubt whether Juckes was the first to conceive the

idea of the endless chain grate, but there can be no doubt that its first

practical application to the steam boiler as a means of utilising small

coal, and all that it entailed in financial and national economy, was due

to him alone.
60
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" Probably the first boiler plant fitted with the Juckes chain-grate

stoker was that of the engineering works of Easten & Amos, in South-

wark, London, in 1842. It showed a saving of 11 per cent, with good

coal as ordinarily used, and 29 to 30 per cent, by utilising small coal

which could be burned by the mechanical stoker, but not by hand.
" John Juckes gave evidence before the House of Commons Black

Smoke Committee of 1843, and shortly afterwards his stoker had a

very wide application for steam generation, in addition to which it was

largely used for heating brewers' coppers. In spite of the revolution

effected by his discovery, the benefit to engineering in general, and the

fact that many firms subsequently took up the manufacture of his stoker,

presumably at a profit, Juckes himself reaped little pecuniary benefit.

He died in London in abject poverty, being practically reduced to begging

in the streets.

" In 1841 the type of boiler most in use was the externally fired boiler

(to which the chain-grate was specially adapted). However, the much
more efficient internally fired Cornish boiler was making headway,

especially in the form of the two-flued Lancashire boiler. The chain-

grate stoker is obviously not well adapted to the narrow furnaces

characteristic of these boilers, and this in fact caused the eventual

eclipse of the chain-grate. When, however, the water-tube boiler was

developed, the original Juckes stoker was brought into use again, although

many people, even to-day, believe that the chain-grate stoker is a com-

paratively new invention."

Mechanical stokers specially designed for use in Lancashire-type

boilers include the " Underfeed," " Shovel " and " Sprinkler " types,

and the " coking " or reciprocating fire-bar type. Several of these have

proved satisfactory with coal and coke mixtures containing a consider-

able admixture of coke, suitably graded to conform to the class and

size of the coal used.

Applied to the Lancashire-type boiler, the mechanical stoker has no

doubt been effective in utilising small coal as fuel and, to some extent,

in mitigating the smoke nuisance ; but investigation has shown that the

improvement in efficiency due to mechanical stoking of this kind, as

compared with hand firing, is scarcely sufficient to warrant the extra

cost of installation and maintenance.
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A well-known disadvantage of mechanical stoking is the restriction

imposed in the range of choice of available fuels and, as a frequent

consequence, their unduly high price. During the War, when specially

graded coals for mechanical stoking were more than usually difficult

Fig. 10.—Detail of Ignition and Furnace Arches for Forced-draught Coke-burning
Mechanical Stoker. Thompson Water-tube Boiler.

to obtain, the author in several cases advised the removal of mechanical

stokers, so that any available and cheap description of coal, or coke

exclusively, could be used as fuel. The relief thus obtained, and the

saving effected, were sufficient, in all cases where this course was adopted,

to warrant the scrapping of the mechanical stokers.
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The need for dealing in elementary fashion with the foregoing subjects,

and, indeed, the raisori d'etre for the present work on coke and its utiHsa-

tion, is emphasised by the following extract from correspondence, on the

question of smoke abatement, which appeared recently in the Manchester

Guardian :

Mr. C. E. Stromeyer,^ chief engineer to the Manchester Steam Users'

Association, gave as his opinion :

" If the gas and electric departments could play into each other's

hands, the arrangement would be ideal, but their electric

power-stations will not burn coke because it refuses to

burn on chain grates unless intimately mixed with coal,

and if burned in a Lancashire boiler the steam production

is reduced one-half."

That these latter statements are erroneous is shown, with ample

evidence in support, in previous and subsequent pages.

^ Manchester Guardian correspondence on Smoke Abatement, July-August 1923.



CHAPTER VIII

COKE AS FUEL FOR HAND-FIRED BOILERS

Although coke has been adopted by important users of mechanically

fired boilers of large capacity, it is probably now used to a far greater

extent exclusively as fuel for hand-fired boilers of all descriptions.

Tests innumerable have been conducted in order to determine the

comparative net evaporative value of coal and coke in cases where

these fuels are interchangeable ; and in many cases where boilers have

specially been adapted to use coke to the best advantage, results have

been obtained that tend to prove that lib. of coke of average good quality

has a net effective evaporative value of 9 to 10 lb. of water, from and at

212° Fahr., while the rate of combustion maintained is sufficient to ensure

not only the normal boiler output, but also a margin in capacity for

emergencies.

In ordinary circumstances, an average rate of combustion of 12 to 16

lb. of suitably graded coke per square foot of grate area per hour can be

maintained with natural draught only. With a suitable forced draught

furnace, 25 lb. is a good average rate, while the best results probably

are obtained with coke fired under conditions of balanced draught.

The almost complete lack of volatile combustible in coke renders it

specially suitable for use under this system of draught ; and its intense

radiant efiect and freedom from hydrogen no doubt account to a large

extent for its relatively high efficiency as compared with coal. In

ordinary practice 14 to 16 per cent. CO2 is maintained in the flue gases

of coke-fired boilers, indicating an excess of air of only 30 to 50 per cent,

(with a correspondingly high furnace temperature) as compared with

75 to 100 per cent, excess in good coal-fired boiler practice ; and it is

probably a fuller appreciation of this important factor, the restriction

of excess air, that has led many engineers to adopt coke as fuel for

steam raising.
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The great diversity which exists in types of hand-fired steam boilers,

and conditions of working, makes it impossible to lay down any hard and

fast rules for firing coke. The variations and combinations of load and

working conditions met with in ordinary industrial steam-boiler practice

are indeed of almost infinite variety. In addition to fluctuations in

demand for steam, according to seasonal and load conditions, in different

trades and industries, there are wide variations in fire-bar spacing,

proportion of grate area, and in draught conditions.

The demand for steam, or load on the boiler, governs the quantity

of fuel which must be consumed. This figure varies from as low as

8 lb. per square foot of grate area per hour to 30 or 40 lb. In the case

of express railway locomotive boilers, which, probably, are the most

inefficient of all steam boilers, rates approaching 200 lb. are maintained

for considerable periods. Although the locomotive boiler was primarily

designed for use with specially prepared " locomotive " coke as fuel,

when running schedules were less strenuous, the express locomotive fire-

box of to-day is totally inadequate in capacity and grate area to permit

of the necessary rate of fuel consumption with anything but free-

burning coal of good quality, notwithstanding the fact that the draught

pressure frequently exceeds 10 inches. There is, however, no adequate

reason w^hy local and shunting locomotives should not revert to the use

of coke, as they did successfully during the War.

Where load conditions and plant capacity permit, as they frequently

do at pumping stations, public institutions and certain factories, where

the load is constant and uniform, the rate of fuel consumption is wisely

restricted to the economic maximum.

In the case of one London public utility authority whose yearly fuel

consumption runs into a quarter of a million tons, the maximum aimed

at with a certain description of coal is about 10 lb. per grate-foot-hour

;

and the very admirable results obtained certainly fully justify the

maximum adopted.

It is not, however, suggested that in ordinary industrial practice

such a maximum rate would be economically possible. Such a course,

if pursued, would indeed necessitate the provision of a large increase
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in grate area, as the average rate for hand-fired boilers is probably from

14 to 18 lb. per grate-foot-hour.

These rates are frequently exceeded in cases where the output of

factories has been allowed to outgrow the normal steam plant capacity,

and, in passing, it may be stated that there is no more potent factor

in aggravating the smoke nuisance than the overloading of coal-fired

st^am boilers in this manner ; and it is precisely in this connection that

restrictive legislation might be made to operate effectively.

In mechanically coal-fired boilers, where adequate provision is made

for continuous and automatic removal of refuse from the furnace, rates

of 20 to 30 lb. per grate-foot-hour under ordinary natural draught

conditions are quite common. Under forced draught, or balanced

draught, conditions these rates are sometimes exceeded.

In hand-fired boilers, the limiting factor, apart from draught, which

determines the maximum rate of fuel consumption, is the length of time

the fire can satisfactorily be maintained without cleaning, while using

fuel of a given ash content. In the case of a hand-fired boiler, having

36 square feet of grate area, burning fuel containing 12 per cent, ash

at the rate of 20 lb. per grate-foot-hour, the amount of refuse to be

removed from the furnace after a four-hours' run would be about 3 cwt.

In cleaning boiler furnaces, a necessary preliminary step is, ordinarily,

the " burning down " of the fires, which, together with the actual cleaning

operation, occupies a considerable period, and inevitably entails the

risk of loss in steam pressure. Added to this is the time required to

re-establish the fires and work them up to normal temperature.

A stoker attending to four boiler furnaces (2 Lancashire boilers),

consuming fuel at the rate of 20 lb. per grate-foot-hour, has therefore

little time to devote to duties other than those of actually fixing the

fuel, regulating the feed and cleaning the furnaces ; and although in

practice this rate is sometimes exceeded, it may be assumed that it

represents about the limit physically possible. Sixteen pounds of fuel

burnt per grate-foot-hour would be, and actually is, in many cases about

the maximum average rate. In a Lancashire boiler having 36 square

feet of grate area, this rate of coke consumption, with an average evapora-
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tion of 9 lb. of water per lb. of coke, gives an output of 5000 lb. of steam

per hour, a result that in all but exceptional cases would be regarded as

satisfactory for a hand-fired boiler.

In the case of hand-fired boilers with a satisfactory natural draught,

an average hourly rate of coke consumption of 16 lb. per square foot

of grate area is frequently maintained ; and where forced draught is

available, this rate is often exceeded.

It is therefore clear that with coke exclusively as fuel the output of

hand-fired steam boilers can be maintained at the normal rated capacity.

A factor which has an important bearing upon the rate of combustion

of coke, and consequently upon the output of the boiler, is the grade or

size of the coke as fired. Obviously, with coke broken to an average

size of l|-inch cube, a much greater area will be exposed to the process

of combustion than with pieces of, say, 4-inch cube.

Experience tends to prove that, other conditions being the same,

the maximum rate of combustion in steam boiler furnaces is attained

with coke graded from 1-inch to about 1J-inch cube. It does not follow,

however, that in all circumstances coke of this size is best. Due regard

must be had to draught conditions and to the size of the furnace, and

the combustion space available. For instance, in tests carried out with

the larger-sized vertical boilers of the Cochran type, the best results, as

regards both efficiency and output, were obtained with ordinary ungraded

coke ; and similar results probably would be obtained with the large

capacity brick-lined furnaces common to most hand-fixed water-tube

boilers.

The thickness or depth of the fuel bed, relative to the size of the coke,

is another important factor bearing upon efficiency and output. Gener-

ally speaking, the larger the coke the thicker should be the fire, and

vice versa, excepting, of course, in the case of coke breeze, which is often

most advantageously fired heavily on a special breeze-burning grate. ^

Unlike coal, which requires ample space to allow for the combustion

of the volatile gases evolved during the preliminary process of heating

^ The subject of steam-raising with coke breeze as fuel is dealt with exhaustively by-

Mr. W. F. Goodrich in his recent book on Low Grade Fuels.

—

Author.
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and distillation, coke requires little or no such space ; the aim in firing

coke to the best advantage should therefore be to maintain the fire in

close proximity, and, so far as possible, actually in contact with the

heating surfaces of the boiler.

In this connection, internally fired boilers, which almost invariably

have restricted fire-box capacity, are, when fired with bituminous coal,

among the worst offenders in the matter of smoke formation and emission,

while the low-set, externally fired water-tube boiler is probably the

most prolific producer of coal smoke ; and it is no doubt largely due

to this common feature in steam-boiler design, which tends towards

inefficiency in coal firing, that coke can compete so successfully with

coal, both in the matter of output and cost.

The U.S.A. Bureau of Mines has investigated the effects of thickness

of fuel-bed and air velocity on the products of combustion in hand- and

mechanically-fired boiler furnaces. The results of a typical set of experi-

ments with coke are given in the following table for a fuel-bed of

12 inches :
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Above this point (4 inches) reaction commences and COo is rapidly con-

verted to CO, while at the surface (12 inches) only 6-8 per cent. CO, is

obtained and over 20 per cent, carbon monoxide gas which, together with

its latent heat, is liable to be wasted unburnt or only partially burnt.

The adverse effect of over charging a coke fire is indeed rendered obvious

by the mass of pale blue flame produced, indicating reaction and the

incomplete combustion of the carbon monoxide gas thus formed. This

reaction is known as an " endothermic "" or heat-absorbing reaction.

Due allowance should, of course, be made for the size of the coke

as fired, but there would appear to be no advantage in exceeding a

thickness of about 6 inches, except perhaps in special circumstances.

These investigators have also reached the conclusion that with

ordinary rates of combustion it is unnecessary to exceed 6 inches in fuel-

bed thickness in order to obtain a high COo and a low oxygen content

of the waste gases.

Thicker fuel-beds have also the disadvantage of imposing a greater

resistance to the flow and distribution of air supply to the fuel, and

moreover, they tend, not to increase, but to reduce the rate of combustion.

Draught regulation is probably the most important factor in obtain-

ing, and maintaining, efficient combustion. Excess of air, it has been

shown, entails loss of heat in the flue gases. Excess air may be admitted

not only through the fuel-bed, but also by in-leakage through brickwork,

smoke-box and flue-door joints, etc. A negative pressure, or suction,

over the fire is therefore to be avoided so far as possible; but with

natural draught above the fire a negative pressure is unavoidable
;

whereas with forced draught the chimney damper can be so far

regulated that the " pull "" over the fire is at zero, and in the flues reduced

to the minimum, thus tending to prevent the in-leakage of cold air

through brickwork and faults or holes in the fire-bed.

This system, known as the " balanced draught system,'" is, as already

pointed out and detailed in a later chapter, particularly applicable to coke-

firing, as the complete combustion of coke, fired on proper lines, eliminates

the necessity for the admission of secondary air over the fire or at the

furnace bridge. The balanced draught system was first introduced and
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patented to work in conjunction with an air heater, by Messrs. Davy

Brothers, of Sheffield.

Hand- fired boilers of the Lancashire type are in point of number by

far the most extensively employed in this country, and statistics tend to

prove that the average thermal efficiency obtained in ordinary everyday

practice is about equal to that obtained with mechanically fed boilers,

i.e. about 50 to 60 per cent.

TABLE I

SPECIMEN DAILY RECORDS OF COKE-FIRED LANCASHIRE BOILERS
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steam plant is working at a lower fuel cost than most similar plants fired

with coal at prices now ruling, the overall thermal efficiency (approxi-

mately 78 per cent., assuming the average calorific value of coke at

12,000 B.Th.U.) is well above the average realised with coal-fired boilers

and economisers. In addition to the saving in weight of fuel actually

fired as compared with the bituminous coal formerly used, namely, 10

per cent., or 300 tons per annum—the yearly saving that would accrue

to the nation, in residuals recovered in the process of gas making, by the

substitution of coke for raw coal as fuel on this plant alone, includes

33 tons of sulphate of ammonia, 12 tons of raw material for dyes, motor

spirit, etc., and the numerous fuel and other industry-promoting products

of 30,000 gallons of coal tar.

Table II. gives comparative results obtained with coal and coke, of

equal calorific power, and coke breeze, on hand-fired Lancashire and

Cornish boilers, and mechanically fired B. & W. boilers, under natural,

balanced and forced-draught conditions.

TABLE II

COMPARATIVE FUEL COSTS OF BOILERS FIRED WITH COAL,
COKE AND BREEZE
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The highest authorities are agreed that when using free-burning coal

of good quality the best results are as a rule obtained at an average con-

sumption of about 18 lb. per grate-foot-hour on hand-fired furnaces, and

20 to 22 lb. per grate-foot-hour on mechanical stokers. These rates, as

already mentioned, are maintained with coal under natural draught only

;

but whereas coal does not necessarily require a high air'velocity through

the fuel-bed, it is an advantage to apply forced draught in burning low

volatile fuel such as coke. With the latter system, the draught can, as

a rule, be balanced in the furnace and the consumption can be increased

considerably without adversely affecting the efficiency of combustion.

Certain types of mechanical stokers can maintain efficiently a rate of

30 to 40 lb. of coal per grate-foot-hour, as already stated, but this rate is

regarded by some authorities as too high for general practice, as it leaves

no margin for increase in case of emergency, except at the cost of reducing

very seriously the furnace efficiency. In considering existing natural

draught furnaces, both hand and mechanically fired, it cannot be too

strongly emphasised that each, according to draught and other conditions,

has its economic maximum capacity, for fuels of different descriptions and

different grades, which cannot be exceeded without reducing efficiency.

In this connection there is scope for systematic investigation, and

the results of research, instituted by the Fuel Research Board, are ex-

pected to be of great interest and importance. Meanwhile, figures,

taken from the daily records kept at a London hospital, may be given

as indicative of the very excellent results obtainable with graded gas

coke of ordinary quality, burnt under suitable conditions. (Table III.)

It has been the author's privilege to visit many of the London hospitals

and other public institutions with a view to investigate fuel practice,

and to estimate the saving, if any, that could be effected by substituting

coke for coal as fuel for steam raising. While conditions of load are as

a rule of similar character, the fuel cost of steam raising at these institu-

tions was found to vary considerably. That remarkable financial

economies have in some cases been effected is shown by the case quoted

on page 63. The results there obtained are confirmed by the following

figures (Table III.) from another similar institution :
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The following table, which shows the approximate fuel cost of evapora-

tion per 1000 gallons from and at 212° Fahr. with coke and various de-

scriptions of coal in common use, is compiled from figures obtained in

ordinary everyday practice :

TABLE IV

APPROXIMATE FUEL COST OF EVAPORATION FROM AND AT
212° FAHR.

Coal Slack.



CHAPTER IX

EVAPORATIVE CAPACITY OF COKE-FIRED BOILERS

The comparative evaporative capacity of coal-fired and coke-fired

boilers is an important factor ; and in view of a widespread misconcep-

tion in this regard, the following extracts from the report of the well-

known firm of consulting engineers and fuel specialists, Messrs. Brownlie

& Green, bearing upon this and other points in connection with coke-fired

boilers at a London dye-works, will be of interest

:

''Dimensions of boilers, 28 ft. x7 ft. 6 in. Duration of trial,

9 hours ; check trial, 1 week. Coke burned per square foot

of grate per hour, 22-59 lb. Water evaporated per boiler

per hour, 5093 lb. Average CO2, one week's run, 14 per cent.

Percentage CO, nil. Temperature of exit gases, average,

377° Fahr.
" Remaeks.—^\Vhen the increase of efficiency due to the super-

heaters is allowed for, and also the loss in efficiency due to

using 3 per cent, of the steam under the fire-bars, the real

net efficiency of the plant works out at 86 per cent.

The plant is burning a medium amount of fuel (about

50 tons per week) ; 5093 lb. of water per hour on boilers

28 ft. X 7 ft. 6 in. is about the correct evaporation for maxi-

mum efficiency. It would be possible to force the plant to

evaporate more than this, but the efficiency would sufier.

" The net efficiency of the plant, including economisers, is remark-

ably high, and we may say is the very best result we have

ever obtained in testing boiler plant. The average working

efficiency of the boiler plants of this country is between

55 per cent, and 70 per cent., and it is very rare that efficiencies

of anything like 80 per cent., are being obtained.

" The economisers are working fairly effectively, 5*7 per cent.
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of the fuel bill being saved. It must, of course, be remembered
that, with your system of coke-firing, the amount of heat

which gets past the boiler is comparatively small, and although

it is possible to save 20 per cent, of the fuel bill with coal

fires by installing economisers, this is not the case with coke

fires.

" The range of draught obtainable with your system of steam-jet

injectors is ample, and the amount of steam used is only 3 per

cent, which is an extremely efficient arrangement. An
induced draught fan would take 2^ per cent, to 3 per cent,

of the steam, even if well looked after.

" For many hours your plant is running at 15 per cent. COo, which

is practically the theoretical percentage representing the

maximum efficiency.

" This test has been carried out under the normal everyday working

conditions of the plant. The actual average heating value

of several samples of the damp coke was determined by the

Mahler-Donkin Oxygen-Bomb calorimeter.

" The plant is the most efficient we have ever tested, and it wiU

be quite impossible for us or for any one else to devise any

improvement whatever in the working. In our opinion the

plant is extremely well looked after, and the firing could not

be improved, which accounts for the extreme high efficiency.

(Signed) " Brownlie & Green,
" Consulting Engineers, Manchester.'"

From the foregoing remarks on the use of gas coke for steam raising

in hand-fired boilers, which might be applied to many of the large number

of steam plants now using coke fuel exclusively, it will be observed that

:

1. The correct output of steam for maximum efficiency is obtained.

2. It is possible to force the plant to produce more steam in case of

emergency.

3. The net thermal efficiency is about the highest attainable.

4. The net efficiency obtained under ordinary working conditions is

about 20 per cent, above the average obtained with coal fuel.

5. The saving effected by using economisers with coke as fuel is only
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5*7 per cent. ; with coal a saving of 20 per cent, is usually possible, in-

dicating the higher efficiency of coke as a boiler fuel.

6. The rational way to obtain maximum efficiency in boiler plant,

as well as smokeless combustion, is to use gas coke as fuel, no costly or

elaborate plant being necessary to ensure the best results being obtained

and maintained.

it! -'



CHAPTEE X

THE INFLUENCE OF EXCESS AIR

That gas coke requires in ordinary industrial practice only the minimum

excess of air (30 to 50 per cent.) to effect its complete combustion is, as

already pointed out, without doubt the most advantageous feature of

this fuel from the view-point of efficiency.

The fortuitous combination of density, or porosity, low volatile and

hydrogen content, which characterises gas coke of average good quality,

is not possessed by coke of any other description, or by so-called smoke-

less coal or anthracite. Moreover, gas coke can be cut and graded,

without undue loss, to suit the exacting requirements of modern heating

apparatus. In specially prepared " smokeless fuel " or semi-coke, these

desirable, and, indeed, essential features of a manufactured fuel are

non-existent ; and it is maintained that the well-known characteristics

of gas coke could be varied materially only at the expense of limiting

its efficiency as an all round fuel of general utility.

In promoting efficiency in fuel practice, the activities of the Fuel

Economy Committee of the British Association are well known. With

a view to direct attention to the enormous waste of coal that goes on

incessantly as a result of the use in boiler furnaces of excess air in undue

quantities, the Committee in a recent Report says :
" The most frequent

and serious cause of avoidable heat wastage in current boiler practice

arises from the fact that large excesses of air are usually drawn through

the system."

Coming as it does from a committee of experts, this simple statement

of plain fact is a striking commentary on engineering progress in the

use of coal as fuel for steam raising. Having regard to all the facts

—

the pursuit of economy on the one hand, and recurring campaigns

against smoke emission on the other—it is, indeed, a lamentable con-
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fession of failure. There is also a suggestion of neglect ; but the Com-

mittee offers no solution to the well-known difficulty of using, with a

smoke-producing fuel, only the minimum excess of air, and, at the

same time, preventing the formation and emission of smoke.

How many realise that this very problem of burning raw bituminous

coal with the minimum excess of air, and at the same time smokelessly,

has deeply engaged the energy and skill of hundreds of clever engineers

for over a century ? A survey of Patent Office records adequately

refutes the charge of neglect. Thousands of patents have been granted

for inventions relating, directly or indirectly, to improvements in boiler

and furnace construction which aim chiefly at the efficient and smokeless

combustion of coal.

Latter-day proposals made with a view to improve efficiency and

facilitate the combustion of coal with the minimum excess of air

include processes which involve elaborate and costly mechanical prepara-

tion of the coal before use—washing, drying, pulverising—and also the

preparation of colloidal mixtures of powdered coal and oil. But not-

withstanding all these expedients and the sustained efforts of many

engineers and men of science, the average thermal efficiency of coal-

fired boilers has conclusively been shown to be of the order of 50 to

60 per cent., indicating the regular use of 150 to 200 per cent, excess

air, possibly in a conscientious desire to comply with regulations as to

smoke emission, whereas, with suitably graded coke, boiler efficiencies

of over 75 per cent, are obtained, and approximately maintained, in

everyday circumstances. It is proposed, therefore, to consider the chief

chemical and physical properties of various kinds of solid fuel as a factor

bearing upon the efficiencies obtained.

Considered as the ratio of heat delivered to heat received, the expres-

sion " boiler efficiency " is really very misleading. As already pointed

out, several important factors are usually entirely ignored by engineers

in reporting upon evaporation tests and so-called " heat balances.''

There is, for instance, the degree of skill possessed by the stoker or

attendant. In addition to this extremely variable factor, the expression

" boiler efficiency " includes at least three others equally important

:
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(1) The efficiency of the boiler itself, or its capacity for conveying or

transmitting heat to the water and steam inside
; (2)

" furnace effi-

ciency," or its capacity for converting fuel into useful heat
; (3)

" fuel

efficiency,"' which may be described as its " availability " or capacity

for being converted from potential energy into useful heat energy.

Obviously, as heating surfaces are clean or fouled with carbon scale

or soot, the efficiency of heat transmission through boiler plates and

tubes will vary. The boiler furnace and grate area may be too large

or too small for the class or quantity of fuel used, there may be air leak-

ages, or more or less fuel may be lost by " riddling "" through the grate
;

and the furnace efficiency will vary accordingly. The fuel used may be

highly volatile, smoky or smokeless ; its use may necessitate a large

excess of air, or, if devoid of volatile matter and not too dense in physical

structure, it may require the minimum excess of air ; the draught con-

ditions may be good, or indifferent, or totally inadequate to burn the

fuel at a high temperature, with a corresponding effect on the results

obtained.

Beyond the maintenance of the plant in good condition, the first

two factors

—

i.e. the boiler and furnace efficiency—should be incapable

of great improvement, except, perhaps, in the matter of draught ; but

the third factor, " fuel efficiency,"" has been proved capable of con-

siderable variation and improvement ; and it is the possibility of effecting

improvement and economy in fuel practice by this means that it is now

proposed briefly to discuss.

All fuels, whether solid, liquid, or gaseous, are not of course equally

efficient ; some require more and some less excess air to effect their

complete combustion. By judicious blending or mixing, either before

or at the point of ignition, variable and advantageous results are obtain-

able. Ordinary non-coking bituminous coal containing from 25 to

30 per cent, volatile matter is by far the most extensively used in this

country as boiler fuel ; but the large extent to which good coking coal

is used directly as fuel is probably the most lamentable feature of the

prodigal wastage of our coal resources. The metallurgical coke produced

by carbonising this class of coal is absolutely essential in the iron and
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steel industries, and the direct use of raw coking coal as fuel for steam

raising is strongly to be condemned.

The disadvantages of bituminous coal as fuel have long been recog-

nised ; and that particular characteristic, its low volatilising temperature,

is the root-cause of the low average efficiencies realised in its direct use

as boiler fuel. Decomposition and combustion are in ordinary circum-

stances effected in two stages. During the first stage of combustion,

as is well known, many of the rich hydrocarbons contained in bituminous

coal begin to distil off at temperatures much below those necessary to

effect their ignition and complete combustion. They are therefore

largely wasted during the first stage of combustion in the form of smoke

and deposited soot ; but, as already pointed out, it is this very character-

istic of coal which enables it, by the process of carbonisation and by-

product recovery, to contribute so largely towards the national wealth.

During the second stage, the fixed carbon or solid residue is consumed

as coke. In the steam-boiler furnace, the heat necessary to effect the

distillation of the volatile matter is, of course, derived from the partially

burnt fuel on the grate. The volatile hydrocarbons burn, or endeavour

to burn, with a luminous flame, which, usually, is extinguished almost

immediately through lack of sufficient oxygen and by the close proximity

of the relatively cool water-tubes and other heating surfaces of the boiler,

causing soot to be deposited and smoke emitted from the chimney.

Smoke means waste, but not in the way generally supposed. It

has been argued in justification of smoke emission that the carbon

contained in black smoke represents only a half of one per cent, of the

total carbon in the coal ; but the fact is that the unburnt hydro-

carbons carry away with them, not merely their own calorific capacity,

but also the heat rendered latent by them in the process of distillation.

In ordinary circumstances the volatile matter in a ton of bituminous

coal, in the fijst stage of combustion, evolves 12,000 cubic feet or more

of rich combustible gas, and no doubt the escape of large volumes of this

gas unburnt, or only partially burnt, together with its latent heat,

accounts largely for the waste and inefficiency which appear to be

unavoidable in the direct use of such coal as fuel. It may therefore
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be accepted that the proportion of volatile matter in coal is in efiect a

measure of the difficulty experienced in burning it efficiently. Efficient

combustion, and, in turn, the efficiency of heat transmission, imply a

high " temperature head " and a minimum excess of air ; and it may be

laid down that that fuel is the most efficient which is capable of being

burnt at a high temperature with the least amount of air in excess of

that theoretically necessary.

Theoretically, to burn a ton of coal the minimum volume of air re-

quired is about 320,000 cubic feet, or about 12 lb. of air per lb. of coal.

The regular use of 50 per cent, excess, or 480,000 cubic feet, is considered

very good practice ; but quite frequently an average of 160 per cent,

excess, or over 30 tons of air, is used to burn a ton of coal in many steam

boilers, giving only about 7 per cent. CO2 in the flue gases (which, as

reference to the diagram, page 77, will show, is equivalent to a heat

loss of about 25 per cent.) and a correspondingly low temperature head.

These facts prove not only a deplorable state of inefficiency and waste

on a colossal scale, but also tend to prove that the adaptation of both

boiler and furnace to suit the complex composition and characteristics

of our native coal fuels in their raw state is in ordinary circumstances

largely impracticable ; but in any case there is admission of failure

generally to apply, if they do exist, the skill and apparatus necessary

to maintain efficiency.

Various remedies of a more or less drastic character have been

suggested with a view to obtaining better results with the skill and

appliances available, and, at the same time, to recover some of the

valuable chemical constituents of coal. These include predistillation at

relatively low temperatures ; but examination and experiment has so

far failed to prove their commercial efficiency. The only process designed

to improve availability and efficiency in the use of coal which has stood

the test of time and has, during the past century, made steady progress

(restrictive legislation notwithstanding) is, as already pointed out, the

high-temperature process of carbonisation carried on at gasworks. These

now number in this country some 1600, with an annual through-put

of 18 to 20 million tons of coal ; and with the freedom conferred through
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the Gas Regulation Act of 1920, there would appear to be no limit to

the possible development of the industry, except, perhaps, an adequate

outlet for the gaseous as well as the sohd products of the process. For

instance, of the 18 million tons of coal used annually in the metropolis,

only 4 million tons are carbonised.

The ready disposal of the coke produced is indeed a factor of prime

importance in the economic conduct of a gas undertaking, and with

this end in view a number of the London gas companies in 1913

combined to promote and extend its use for steam raising. One

result of their educational propaganda, conducted by the London

Coke Committee, has been to render permanently smokeless a large

number of smoky boiler chimneys, and, incidentally, to improve very

materially the efficiency of many boiler plants, simply by enabling

them to operate consistently with the minimum practicable excess of

air. No claim to superior knowledge or skill in firing is made by stokers

who fire coke successfully ; indeed, less than the ordinary skill is required

to fire coke efficiently, as it contains none of the smoke-producing and

elusive volatiles of coal.

IMPROVING AVAILABILITY

The extent to which the availability of coal is improved by high-

temperature treatment at gasworks is probably not sufficiently under-

stood or appreciated. Separated by this process, the solid, liquid and

gaseous combustible products are not only rendered capable of being

consumed without the emission of visible smoke, but, as already explained,

the net evaporative value of the solid and liquid fuels (coke and tar) so

obtained from a ton of coal is nearly equal to that of a ton of raw coal,

as ordinarily used under steam boilers ; the value of the gas, amoimting

to some 13,000 cubic feet, and also the recoverable benzol and ammonia,

being thus rendered almost a clear gain to the nation. The explanation

of this improved availability or efficiency is simple. In liquid form, the

tar, amounting to some 10 gallons, is readily atomised in an oil-burner

by means of an air or steam jet. Burnt completely at a high temperature
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with the minimum excess of air, it will evaporate 14 lb. of water per lb.

of tar. After allowing for that used in the carbonising process, about

11 cwt. of coke remains available. Fired in suitable circumstances

under steam boilers, 14 to 16 per cent. COg can be maintained in the flue

gases, with coke as fuel, indicating the use of only 30 to 50 per cent,

excess air. The resulting high furnace temperature gives a corresponding

high duty, the average evaporation obtained being from 9 lb. to 10 lb.

per lb. of coke of good average quality, whereas, at 50 per cent, efficiency,

only 6 to 7 lb. is obtained with coal.

Another important factor in maintaining efficiency in fuel use is

the outlet temperature of the waste flue gases, which, of course, should

be as low as possible. To this end, " economisers " are frequently

interposed between the boiler-flue outlet and the chimney, in coal-fired

boiler plants. The economiser is, in fact, an apparatus, the conception

of which is due to the very inefficiency of coal as fuel. It is an appliance

rarely installed in gasworks boiler plants, the reason being that the

outlet temperatures of the coke-fired boilers, which, compared with those

fired with coal, are relatively low, do not, except in special circum-

stances, warrant the extra cost of installation and maiutenance of

economisers.

The combustion of coke is a " single stage "" process. Being largely

localised and completed at a high temperature within the furnace area,

the transmission of heat to the water and steam inside the boiler is

effected mainly by direct radiation, and is therefore more complete than

that obtained with long flaming coal. The relatively low outlet temper-

ature, or, where economisers are installed, the lower feed temperature,

obtained in practice when coke exclusively is used as fuel tends to prove

this theory.

In this particular connection, the following extract from the report

on a coke-fired boiler plant by Messrs. Brownlie & Green, given in full

in a previous chapter, is worth repeating :

" The net efficiency of the plant (86 per cent.) is remarkably high,

and we may say is the very best result we have ever obtained in testing
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boiler plant. The average working efficiency of the boiler plants of this

country is between 55 and 70 per cent., and it is very rare that efficiencies

of anything like 80 per cent, are being obtained.
" The economisers are working fairly effectively, 5"7 per cent, of the

fuel bill being saved. It must, of course, be remembered that with your

system of coke firing the amount of heat which gets past the boiler is

comparatively small, and although it is possible to save 20 per cent, of

the fuel bill with coal fires by installing economisers, this is not the case

with coke fires."



CHAPTER XI

FORCED DRAUGHT IN FUEL PRACTICE

Having regard to its importance as a factor bearing upon economy in

fuel practice, the whole subject of draught, as applied to steam generating

plant, does not appear to have been adequately discussed by engineering

societies, or to be fully appreciated by many steam users, if one may
judge by the frequency with which inadequate natural draught con-

ditions are met with in practice.

The use of boiler chimneys of a certain minimum height is often com-

pulsory. But natural draught only, produced by a relatively high

temperature and a tall chimney, is still by far the most commonly used.

Apart from its relatively high initial cost, and limited capacity, as com-

pared with other systems, natural draught, unassisted by mechanical

means, although in many instances perfectly serviceable, cannot be

regarded as altogether rational. Natural draught is unavoidably, and

often adversely, afEected by changes in atmospheric conditions. Beyond

a definite and frequently inadequate maximum, attainable only under

the most favourable conditions, it cannot go, while it may be necessary

temporarily to urge the boiler fires beyond the ability of the chimney

to supply the necessary air and to carry off the products of combustion.

In other words, while the rate of firing is a variable quantity, the draught

available is constant within a fixed maximum limit.

Primarily introduced with a view to increase the rate of combustion

and steaming capacity of boilers, forced or mechanical draught was used

to augment chimney draught, but mechanical draught has now rightly

come to be regarded not merely as a means to accelerated combustion,

but as a necessity in producing and maintaining conditions essential

to efficient combustion.
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The extent of its successful adoption as a substitute for the tall and

costly brick chimney, or as an auxiliary thereto, must be accepted as

evidence of its convenience and efficiency.

There are, however, many steam users who are unaccountably pre-

judiced against any system of impelled draught, and who regard it with

distrust ; and having regard to the fact that impelled and readily con-

trollable draught is specially desirable in coke firing, it may be well, in

order to eliminate the element of personal prejudice in favour (which is

freely admitted by the author), to give the views of eminent and inde-

pendent authorities.

The whole subject has been exhaustively and admirably dealt with

by the Sturtevant Company, in a volume entitled Mechanical Draught

(Bartlett Square Press), from which the following extracts are taken :

Mr. W. H. Bryan, in discussing the advantages of mechanical draught

in 1896, said :
" As a general rule it may safely be stated that the build-

ing of tall chimneys to secure draught simply advertises the owner's lack

of familiarity with modern improvements or his want of confidence in

results easily demonstrated."

Mr. William 0. Webber :
" Mechanical draught has the following

advantages : Less first cost ; and the larger the plant the greater the

proportion of this saving in first cost. Secondly, the elasticity of this

system ; and third, the fact that impelled draught is absolutely con-

trollable and is regulated to the pressure of steam in the boilers and the

demand upon the boilers for steam ; and, finally, it is not influenced by

atmospheric conditions. In this latter connection few people realise,

unless they have spent much time in a boiler room, how the barometric

and wind pressures afiect the draught of ordinary brick chimneys. The

chief advantage in favour of mechanical draught is, that no matter what

the weather conditions are, as good a draught can be obtained at one

time as another. This system has been in use long enough now to have

demonstrated its practicability and economy."

Mr. Alfred Blechyden, in the Proceedings of the Institute of Mechanical

Engineers, 1891, pointed out that " it seems fairly well established that

if boilers are provided with ample room to ensure circulation, their
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steaming power may without injury be increased to about 30 to 40 per

cent, over that obtained on natural draught for continuous working, and

may be about doubled for short runs. Forced draught enables an

inferior fuel to be used, and under certain weather conditions, when it

would be impossible to maintain steam with natural draught, the normal

power may with forced draught be ensured. In particular cases, any or

all of these advantages may be a source of economy ; and the first of

them may render possible that which would otherwise be impracticable."

Artificial draught, states Mr. W. S. Hutton, in Steam-boiler Con-

struction, London, 1891, " can readily be adjusted to effect the com-

bustion of different kinds of fuel at different rates. It permits efficient

combustion of fuel of inferior quality, and enables a steady supply of

steam to be maintained, independent of climate or weather. It enables

the supply of air to be properly distributed to the fuel in the furnace to

effect economical combustion."

There is, in fact, no valuable feature of the chimney that is not

possessed to a greater degree by any system of forced draught. In 1890

Mr. D. K. Clark, in his book on The Steam Engine, testified to the advan-

tage of a rapid, or rather an intense draught in perfecting combustion,

and pointed out that a system of forced draught opens the way for

increase of efficiency in facilitating the adoption of grates of diminished

area in combination with accelerated combustion.

The various systems of impelled or forced draught are divided,

broadly, into two methods, " forced " and " induced," namely (1) that

in which the artificial air pressure is applied imder the fire-grate, the

suction due to the chimney carrying off the waste products, and (2) that

in which the pull or suction is augmented and applied over the fire by

means of a rotary fan, the waste products being discharged, possibly

under pressure, to the chimney, near the base of which the induced

draught fan is usually placed. Either system can be used separately,

or both in combination. Used alone, the latter system, in common with

chimney or natural draught, has the disadvantage that it augments the

partial vacuum maintained in the boiler flues and thus tends to increase

the in-leakage of cold air through cracks, brickwork, etc.

6
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Forced draught applied under the fire-grate is undoubtedly the

more popular system. Readily applied to the enclosed ashpit of a

boiler furnace by means of a rotary fan, or one or more steam-jet in-

jectors, this system has been applied successfully to many steam boilers

with a view to improve the efiiciency of combustion and to facilitate the

use of coke as fuel.

FLUE GAS TESTS TAKEN ON KANGE OF LANCASHIRE BOILERS, AT
WORKS OF GAS LIGHT & COKE CO., LONDON, FITTED WITH
WILTON'S PATENT FORCED DRAUGHT FURNACES

Boiler Number.
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Properly adjusted, this apparatus is flexible and simple to control.

The steam consumption of the jets, in actual practice, has accurately

been ascertained by means of a surface condenser and shown to be about

Baffle No.). A Section
^ thro.' CD.

Baffle No. 2. c- Section
^ thro: E-F.

Plan.

Fig. 12.—The Wilton Furnace. General Arrangement and Detail of Baffles.
(Tlie Wilton Chemical & Engineering Co. Ltd.).

equal to 3 per cent, of the steam generated. Extracts from an official

report detailing the results obtained with coke-fired boilers fitted with

this apparatus are given on page 67, from which it will be seen that the

normal output of the boilers was maintained, and a margin in capacity

held in reserve to meet emergency demands for steam.

An important development of the closed ashpit system of forced
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draught was that designed and patented by Crossthwaite, in which the

fire-grate is so constructed that it is divided into three or more separate

longitudinal sections, each of which is supplied with air under pressure

by means of a separate steam-jet injector.

Several excellent examples of this type of forced draught furnace,

which are applicable to all types of boiler furnaces, and are suitable for

use with coke, are now deservedly popular amongst steam users. These

include the well-known Turbine and the Wilton patent furnaces, both

Fig. 13.—Natural Draught Boiler Furnace with Vertical Bridge.

of which embody special features which tend further to equalise the air

pressure over the whole fire-grate area.

A forced draught furnace of this type, installed in conjunction with

a Gallagher and Crompton patent Baffle Bridge, and (in the case of

Lancashire or Cornish type boilers) a " circulator,'' probably represents

the latest and most efficient furnace equipment available at the present

time, capable of consuming efficiently a very wide range of fuels.

Fig. 13 indicates the ordinary natural draught furnace, with fixed

fire-bars and vertical bridge wall, which is typical of that in use in a very

large number of boilers to-day, and identical with that in use nearly
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a century ago. No means, other than the clumsy chimney or flue damper,

is provided to control and regulate the draught according to the demand
for steam ; and no provision is made to facilitate the arduous labour

of clinkering (the removal of accumulations of refuse from the furnace),

or to enable the stoker to maintain the steam-pressure at its maximum
while this operation is being carried out. Unless otherwise ordered, this

crude type of furnace is, as a matter of course, supplied with all new
boilers of the Lancashire type.

Fig. 14 shows a similar furnace, adapted to operate with the simplest

Fig. 14.

—

Forced Draught Boiler Furnace with Gallagher-Crompton Baffle Bridge.

form of portable forced draught apparatus, and fitted with the Gallagher

patent Baffle Bridge, of which mention has already been made. This

latter device has in practice proved efficient and popular among stokers

who have used it. Designed primarily to facilitate the cleaning of the

furnaces, it serves also to maintain a full head of steam during cleaning

;

the unburnt fuel being pushed back upon the sloping baffle as in Fig. 15,

where it burns fiercely under the influence of the concentrated chimney

draught and prevents the inrush of cold air, which otherwise is largely
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unavoidable, thus maintaining also the normal chimney " pull " in the

adjoining furnace or furnaces connected to the same flue and chimney.

Another desirable adjunct to the modern boiler furnace, which has

an important bearing upon improved efficiency, is the " circulator,"

shown also in Fig. 14. Designed originally and patented by H. Schofield,

it has been applied by him to a large number of land and marine boiler

furnaces, including those of the ill-fated Titanic. This device promotes

active circulation of the water in the boilers by directing the convection

currents set up by the heat of the burning fuel, thus enabling steam to

be raised from " all cold " to working pressure very quickly without

undue strain on the boiler. Its use obviously is desirable, whatever the

kind of fuel used. With coke as fuel, the combustion of which is largely

Fig. 15.—Gallagher-Crompton Baffle Bridge in use.

completed in, and confined to, the furnace area, the provision of some

means of improving the sluggish and defective circulation, inherent

in the Lancashire type boiler, is specially advantageous and desirable

in the interest of efficiency and economy, although in no known case has

neglect to do so led to trouble or damage.

The circulator has in practice an additional advantage in that it

causes the accumulations of solid matter, or loose sediment, to be deposited

in the bottom of the boiler towards the front end, where the " blowdown "

valve usually is connected, thus facilitating its removal by the simple

process of " blowing down."

In previous chapters, " balanced draught " has frequently been

referred to as a system specially suitable for use with coke. As already

stated, it is a combination of forced and natural draught, or forced and
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induced draught, so adjusted that a neutral atmosphere is maintained

over the fire ; that is to say, neither vacuum nor pressure below or above

that of the surrounding atmosphere.

In addition to preventing in-leakage of cold air through cracks and

brickwork, this latter system has the great advantage of reducing to the

Front Elevation. Cross Section.

V \r
Sectional Elevation

Fig. 16.—The Turbine Furnace.

minimum the speed of the waste gases through the boiler tubes and

flues, thus allowing more time for the transfer of heat to the water and

steam inside and, at the same time, tending very materially to prevent

dust and grit being carried over the bridge wall and discharged from the

chimney, a difficulty common to all fuels burnt under forced draught.

Another advantage of forced draught, especially steam-jet forced

draught, not, as a rule, mentioned by the makers of this apparatus, has
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reference to the cooling effect, and consequently lengthened useful life

of the fire-bars, whatever form of sohd fuel is used.

It is weU known that cast-iron, overheated in the presence of sul-

phurous compounds, is rapidly distorted and destroyed. For use with

relatively weak natural draught, specially heavy and relatively expensive

fire-bars are necessary in order to counteract this tendency, fairly fre-

quent renewal being necessary and unavoidable, whereas it is within

the knowledge of many users that, after twenty years' continuous use

with coke as fuel, steam-jet furnaces of the Crossthwaite type are practic-

ally in new condition ; and later improved types of furnaces will no doubt

prove in this and other respects at least equally satisfactory.

_J ot," L Ends to suit existing
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Fig. 17.—Coke-buenikg Fike-bar.

The importance of the ratio of air spacing to total grate area, especi-

ally in natural draught furnaces, requires emphasising, and as a guide

in this connection dimensions are given in Fig. 17 of a fire-bar which in

practice has proved over a long period to be specially suitable for use

with coke, fixed under natural draught conditions ; but whatever the

air spacing, type of fire-bar, or kind of fuel used, inadequate draught

leads to overheating of the fire-grate and the inevitable and unpleasant

consequences, not the least of which is the " running " of the fused mineral

matter contained in the fuel, and its intimate adherence to the distorted

fire-bars. These difficulties may, however, to some extent be mitigated

by introducing steam or water vapour into the ashpit.

The adaptation of the Turbine furnace to the Cochran boiler was

largely due to the suggestion of Mr. J. Ferguson Bell, the eminent Gas
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Engineer, of Derby, who had installed Turbine furnaces to Lancashire

boilers. The Cochran boiler in question was burning 4 tons of large

coke per twenty-four hours.

It will be noted that the ordinary grate is removed (Plate 4) and

soHd segments and Turbine furnace troughs and bars substituted. The

existing bearer rings and brackets are used, therefore no structural

alterations are necessary. The efiective grate area is somewhat reduced

and all combustion takes place in the centre square of the grate, where

maximum combustion space is available. The furnace is divided into a

number of separate units, each consisting of fire-bars with narrow spaces,

air trough, injector and steam blower, each unit forming an independent

complete furnace in itself.

The air for combustion is forced evenly and automatically between

the air spaces of the bars, resulting in an even rate of combustion and an

even temperature of the furnace gases.



CHAPTER XII

COAL SMOKE

The popular, but erroneous, conception of visible smoke, issuing from a

boiler chimney shaft, is that it is a combustible gas. To this day expert

witnesses in police court proceedings against the emission of black smoke

can be heard solemnly to testify that " the boiler furnace, in compliance

with the Act of Parliament, is constructed to consume its own smoke."

When such palpable errors in description are committed by practical

men, and by our legislators, it is not surprising that an unobservant

public, not to mention magistrates and county councillors, should become

familiarised with such absurdities as " smoke-consuming furnaces
''

" smokeless coal-grates,"" and " smoke consumers."

A brief consideration of the nature of the products into w^hich the

combustible constituents of coal are converted in passing through a

boiler furnace, tubes and flues, should be sufficient to show the error of

the popular conception of coal smoke and the waste incurred directly

and indirectly by its formation and emission.

Ordinary coal contains from 3 to 6 per cent, of hydrogen, which, on

combustion, combines with eight times its weight of oxygen, forming

water vapour. Thus, a ton of coal containing 5-25 per cent, hydrogen

will, on combustion, form about 900 lb. of water. The waste of heat

entailed by the formation of this vapour, and its emission, together with

its latent heat, at a high temperature, is of course very considerable ; but

it is probably not generally realised that this vapour, coloured with a

relatively minute quantity of deposited carbon, largely constitutes the

black smoke that issues from factory chinmeys. There are, of course,

other bulky, but invisible constituents that go to make up the cloud

—

i.e. nitrogen and carbonic acid, which, too, are incombustible ; and,

possibly, a small percentage of carbonic oxide, which wiU ignite only in

favourable conditions at a high temperature.
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The only visible ingredient of smoke as it issues from a steam boiler

chimney is deposited carbon, or soot, which, if collected, can be burnt

only with the greatest difficulty. The value of the carbon which produces

the darkened colour of black smoke is relatively insignificant, represent-

ing as it does probably less than 1 per cent, of the carbon contained in

the coal ; but a single grain of soot is sufficient to colour a cubic foot of

gas, and its extraordinary light-absorbing property may be gathered from

the fact that one grain will render opaque one gallon of water.

This precisely is the argument that in certain quarters has been

advanced in an effort to justify the emission of coal smoke. Smoke,

and waste, in the broadest sense, are, however, quite rightly regarded

as synonymous terms.

The baneful influence of its light-obscuring effect upon health and

vegetation are too well known to require repetition here. The destructive

effect of sulphurous and carbonic acid, although serious enough, is

relatively insignificant, and moreover, it is unavoidable, if industry is to

be carried on. The process of coal carbonisation at a high temperature

tends to mitigate the destmctiveness of combustion products, not only

by preventing the formation of visible smoke, but also by eliminating

the volatile sulphur, which is recovered as a valuable by-product.

The temperature at which the carbonising process is carried on at

gasworks is, as a rule, in excess of that attained in open fires, and indeed,

in many boiler furnaces. Thus the sulphur contained in coke is necessarily

less than that contained in coal, and, moreover, it is of the fixed variety

and consequently less easily volatiHsed, whereas the volatile sulphur

contained in coal forms, on combustion, sulphurous oxide and, ultimately,

in combination with the moisture, sulphurous acid, the destructive

effect of which is so evident upon clothing and exposed metal work. In

American cities that have been rendered smokeless by the compulsory

substitution of " hard " for ** soft " coal, there is, however, no com-

plaint regarding the effects of these invisible products ; the immediate

and most pressing need is the elimination of the sun-obscuring visible

matter suspended in coal smoke.

The following note, by an eminent bacteriologist, taken from the
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London Evening News of 22nd June 1923, carries, in this connection, fresh

conviction and should tend to promote the cultivation of a " sanitary
"

as well as a " coal " conscience among those who, by seeking to justify

the emission of coal smoke, would subjugate the well-being of the com-

munity as a whole to the selfish interest of a relatively small minority

who e^adently attach no importance to such matters :

" In the course of a judgment which he gave this week, Mr.

Justice M'Cardie expressed the view that the germs of

tuberculosis may ' hang about the house ' for six months

after a patient suffering from the disease has left it.

" Some recent experiments strongly, indeed emphatically, support

that opinion.

" Cultures of germs which had been preserved in sealed glass

tubes or dried on silk threads for from fourteen to twenty

years were submitted to examination. The astonishing dis-

covery was then made that many of them were still alive.

" This was the case with the bacilli of typhoid and of paratyphoid

fevers, and also with a germ known as the bacillus coli.

" In a few cases typhoid bacilli were actually virulent—that is,

they were capable of producing typhoid fever—^after eighteen

and a half years of enclosure in sealed glass tubes.

" Other very hardy organisms were those of lockjaw and anthrax,

which were living after nineteen years. Indeed, one culture

of the latter disease which had been in a paper capsule for

thirty-one years, actually infected and killed a mouse in a

few hours.
" Consequently, there can be no doubt that disinfection after

an illness should be very carefully and thoroughly carried out.

" One of the best of all disinfectants, as the learned judge pointed

out, is strong sunlight.'"

Sir Arthur Holbrook, K.B.E., M.P., writing in the Pall Mall Gazette

of 8th December 1922, on the subject of atmospheric pollution and the

losses due to smoke-fog, says :

" Our borough councils take almost meticulous care about the

scavenging of the streets, but their lack of concern as to the
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condition of the * fenceless fields of air * nullifies to some

extent the beneficial effects of sublunary sanitation.
** The explanation is that a dirty sky—a sky fouled by a smoke

screen similar to the one which has of late converted day

into night over the metropolis—absorbs the golden health-

giving rays of the world's greatest antiseptic—the sun.

" The true test of this is the Registrar-General's returns of the

death-rate in any winter. As the shadow of the sun rises

—

that is, as the sunshine strength shrinks—the death-rate

mounts up. During the past few years medical men have

been testing the effects of direct sunlight on healthy and sick

people.

" So impressive have the results of these experiments proved

that still wider therapeutic uses of sunlight are now in

contemplation.
" The sunlight is, in fact, our * sure shield ' against most of the

germs of disease, if allowed to pass, unfiltered by smoke or

fog, to the earth's surface. Here, then, is a new argument

in favour of smoke abatement.
" On grounds other than those of precious health there are reasons

for the abatement of the fog evil. London's fog bill is

enormous. Surely this comes into the category of ' waste,'

and anything that can be done to save the appalling annual

loss inflicted on the community should have the support of

all economists.
*' It is computed that ' a London particular ' or anything approach-

ing that density, costs £100,000. On an average London

experiences at least thirty foggy days per annum, repre-

senting a total loss of £3,000,000 a year, but the vast majority

of its eight million inhabitants give little or no thought to the

matter. Yet their health and their happiness are jeopardised

by the standing menace which undermines both, just as it

corrodes and destroys the very buildings which house them.
*' They would turn with disgust from the mere thought of eating

foul food or drinking or even washing in dirty water. With

apparent unconcern they inhale polluted air, and thereby

pay a tax in health and life. Atmospheric pollution also

acts detrimentally on the lungs.
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" An adult consumes 40 lb. of air daily, as compared with from

2 to 3 lb. of food and from 4 to 5 lb. of water. Forty pounds

of sooty air is a pretty poisonous dose to inhale on a foggy

day.
" To-day the evil of belching black smoke grows apace, almost

unchecked by law. The fact is, of course, that the general

public do not understand that they are being victimised by

the wanton neglect of corporations, councils, and Commons.''

The baneful influence of coal smoke upon vegetation, and all that

it implies, is probably not fully appreciated. Before Lord Newton's

Departmental Committee on Coal Smoke Abatement, it was given in

evidence that the scouring effect of deposited soot and tarry acids on

cattle and sheep feeding upon grass growing in the vicinity of manu-

facturing towns, was frequently of a serious character, and, in addition

to affecting milk supply adversely, it was in many cases sufiicient to

cause the premature birth and death of calves and lambs. The reading

of this and other e^adence which, as a witness before the Committee,

he was privileged to see, made a profound impression upon the mind of

the author. In quoting it from memory he trusts that no breach of

confidence has been committed, and indeed, he would suggest that its

publication in extenso would probably prove to be a most effective means

of awakening public interest. Although the author has no complaint

to make, the summarised matter contained in both the Interim and

Final Reports of the Departmental Committee appears to do less than

justice to the evidence submitted.



CHAPTER XIII

SMOKE PREVENTION

Coal smoke reformers, as well as those who seek " in the interest of

British industry '' to condone smoke emission, and to postpone smoke

abatement legislation, by suggesting the necessity for further " research,"

are apt to overlook that which has already been accomplished in pre-

venting the formation of smoke and, at the same time, benefiting

industry by effecting substantial economies.

From a report ^ dated Newcastle-on-Tyne, 16th January 1858, and

bearing the influential signatures of W. G. Armstrong, Jas. A. Longridge,

and Thomas Richardson, the following illuminating extracts are taken.

The report is addressed to the Steam Coal Collieries' Association, and

deals with the award of a prize of £500 ofiered by the Association

for a practical method of firing Northumberland coal smokelessly. One

hundred and thirty competitors entered, and a period of about three

years was required in order to test and report upon the various appliances

and methods submitted. Finally, the report says :

" We are unanimously of the opinion that Mr. C. Wye Williams, of

Liverpool, must be declared the successful competitor, and we therefore

award to him the premium of £500 which you offered by your advertise-

ment of 10th May 1855.
" The prevention of smoke was, we may say, practically perfect.

" The results which we ourselves attained exceed, in economic value

of fuel, all the results of other competitors' plans. This was chiefly

due in a great degree, if not altogether, to the smaller amount of fuel

burned per square foot of grate per hour.

" The consequence of this was a more complete absorption of the

heat generated, so that the products of combustion escaped from the

^ The Combustion of Coal and the Prevention of Snioke, C. Wye Williams, London, 1S58,

95
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chinmey at a temperature lower by about 200° when we obtained our

best economic results. The great increase in the economic value is also

accompanied by a decided increase in work done when perfect com-

bustion is attained and smoke prevented."

The findings of these eminent engineers, as true to-day as they were

in 1858, indicate not only the most prolific cause of coal smoke but also

reveal unmistakably the surest foundation for the construction of sound

smoke abatement legislation and the attainment of a sanitary atmosphere

in industrial cities and towns.

The smoke nuisance is no doubt at the present time infinitely worse

than it was in the middle of the nineteenth century, the laudable efiorts

of smoke reformers notwithstanding. This is probably largely due to

the consumption of coal having been enormously increased ; but steam

users and boiler attendants evidently do not yet possess either the skill

or the means to fire bituminous coal smokelessly and economically.

In the interim, education in the sciences of sanitation and fuel

technology has been acquired by countless thousands, all apparently

to no purpose so far as smoke pollution is concerned ; and while it is

not suggested that in this country there exists a remedy generally and

immediately applicable, there is no lack of evidence that in other countries

the desired end actually has been accomplished, mainly by substituting

smokeless for smoky fuel.

The prohibition in this country of the use of " soft "" coal is at present

impracticable. The country's resources in smokeless coal are relatively

insignificant, and, indeed, after allowing for export, totally inadequate.

There is, however, no apparent limitation to the extent to which the

supply of smokeless fuels could profitably be augmented by the carbonisa-

tion of soft coal ; but a necessary preliminary step would be the establish-

ment of some degree of control in order to regulate and direct the hitherto

haphazard furnace and fire-grate design and construction, so that, as

coke became generally available, conditions suitable to its economic use

would be the rule instead of the exception, as it is in many steam-using

industries.



CHAPTER XIV

CALORIFIC POWER AS A BASIS OF FUEL PURCHASE

The recent advent of the therm, as a basis of sale and purchase for gas,

will no doubt tend to famiharise the public with the advantages of this

system, not only in regard to the purchase of gas, but also solid and

liquid fuels.

Being a highly purified manufactured article, the calorific power of

gas can be regulated within close limits in order to comply with the

requirements of any declared standard, and systematic testing and

checking by Government or municipal officials in the interest of the

consumer is a relatively simple matter.

The sale of coal, a natural product liable to wide variation in quality,

cannot, however, be so regulated. It is sold as a rule upon an arbitrary

basis, the price being fixed for the time being mainly by economic or

seasonal conditions, and, to some extent, by well-known characteristics,

such as smokelessness or low ash content, etc., or according to reputation.

Many large users now purchase solid fuels upon a guaranteed calorific

power basis, but as the onus of testing is necessarily placed upon the

buyer, it is only those whose fuel consumption is of such magnitude as

to warrant the cost and maintenance of a fuel-testing laboratory who

can afford this system.

To those in a position to purchase coal and coke upon a guaranteed

thermal value basis, coal contractors and the principal gas-supply com-

panies are generally willing to supply on that basis ; but there are, as

already pointed out, certain colliery owners who, not unnaturally,

deprecate the thermal or ash-content basis of sale as being inimical to

their interests.

Formerly, the calorific power of any solid fuel, as determined by a

calorimetric test, was accepted as sufficient guarantee of quality. It
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is now, however, becoming more fully appreciated that mere calorific

power, although a useful basis for comparison, is no complete criterion

of the economic value or " availability " of solid fuels, especially of such

solid fuels as bituminous and semi-bituminous coals.

That due regard must be had to other factors which have a direct

and important bearing upon the economic value of solid fuel is now
fully recognised by certain large users. These factors include the volatile

content and the hydrogen content, which, for steam raising, should be

low, and the fusibility of the ash. Physical structure, or density, is also

an important factor bearing upon efficiency and utility.

The system adopted by the Metropolitan Water Board, as outlined

briefly below, may be regarded as adequate, and calculated to safeguard

the seller as well as the buyer.

The system is based upon a basic price and a basic calorific power,

with certain conditions as regards size which are suited to the Board's

requirements. Payment is actually made upon a sliding scale in accord-

ance with the calorific power of the fuel delivered.

Clause 7 of the Board's conditions of contract says :

" Samples of all steam coals, or coke in lieu thereof, supplied

under the contract and delivered undried, will be taken at

the time of delivery in the proportion of not less than one

sample of every five hundred tons. The Board will ascertain

the average calorific value of the fuel accepted during each

month by taking the mean of the samples. The calorific

value of each sample will be determined in a bomb calori-

meter, and particulars of the results forwarded to the con-

tractor. Payment will be made on the basis of the price

quoted in the tender, corrected proportionately for variations

exceeding 2 per cent, above or below the calorific value stated

in the contractor's tender. Thus, for 2 per cent, variation,

no alteration in price will be made ; for 2*753 per cent,

variation, -753 per cent, addition or deduction will be made,

and so on. The sampling and tests will be made by the

Board's officials, but the contractor is at liberty to send a

representative to be present at both."
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The tenders accepted by the Board are not always the lowest in price,

due regard being had to analyses, and to relative efficiencies, as deter-

mined by actual boiler tests, so that, in effect, only those tenders are

accepted that are the cheapest when the relative costs of evaporation

are compared.

The point that in this connection the author desires to make is

further emphasised in the following notes, taken from the admirable

Engineering Page published in the Daily Telegraph of 23rd July 1923
;

and, having regard to their important bearing upon this subject, they

are quoted at some length :

** In recent years much has been written about the purchase of coal

on its thermal value, and there is little doubt that where much fuel is

used, as, for example, in large generating stations, this system must

form the main basis of purchase. The suitability of coal for steam-

raising purposes may, however, depend on more than its calorific value.

The purpose for which it is used, and the method of its consumption, are

large factors which must be considered if economical buying is to be

attained. The results obtained w^ith any fuel in modern boiler practice

may depend upon the adaptability of the fuel, chemically and physically,

to the type of stoking and grate devices employed as much as upon the

calorific value of the fuel. As good results may accrue from the use of

a coal low in calorific value, if properly suited to the grate, as may be

obtained from a better grade fuel unsuited in size or chemical properties

to the design of the grate.

" Coals high in volatile matter are the most difficult to burn efficiently,

since they yield at a comparatively early stage in their combustion large

quantities of rich gas, the adequate aeration of which to ensure complete

combustion is not easy in the ordinary boiler grate. An ample supply

of secondary air is usually essential to bring about satisfactory combus-

tion and non-smoky conditions. Again, the amount of ash in a coal

is not of necessity a guide to its calorific value ; still less in the field of

boiler practice is it a guide to the amount of clinker discharged from the

hearth.

" The product known as clinker consists of the ash of the coal which

may have assumed on the hearth a semi-molten condition together with

a greater or smaller amount of the original fixed carbon of the coal. The
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conditions which govern the amount of fixed carbon present in clinker

are of much importance, and in some cases of more importance than is

frequently realised. Consider, for example, the case—a by no means
exaggerated one—of a boiler slack having the following analysis : Volatile

matter, 28-90 per cent. ; fix:ed carbon, 51-16 per cent. ; ash, 16-34 per

cent., and having a calorific value of 12,285 B.Th.U. per lb. This fuel

was burned under modern conditions in a tubular land boiler, and the

resulting clinker contained 17 per cent, of combustible matter. This

corresponds to a loss of 3-40 per cent, of carbon calculated on the original

coal. The ' available ' calorific value thus becomes 11,800 B.Th.U. per lb.,

a loss of 4 per cent, of the heating value, from this cause alone. Much
higher losses than these occur in many cases.

" There are two ways by which carbon may be transferred to the

ash discharge : the first is largely a question of the composition of the

coal ash, and the second is governed by mechanical effects produced

on the grate. If the ash of the coal is of such a composition that it is

easily fusible, it may assume a pasty condition on the grate and absorb

particles of carbon, covering them over and preventing further access

of air.

" The causes of the mechanical loss of carbon include, first, the speed

of the grate. Since efi&cient combustion of any fuel has a time factor,

loss of carbon must occur if the period during which the fuel is passing

through the furnace is not long enough to effect combustion under the

conditions of the hearth. A higher rate of steaming may be produced

by speeding up the grate, but it may easily be obtained at the expense

of producing a clinker with 25 per cent, combustible matter in it. Second,

the actual condition of the grate is another vital factor in the loss of

carbon in ashes. A badly burnt grate, owing to distortion, will have gaps

in it through which particles of unburnt coal may easily be riddled, and

further, will have solid areas through which the air supply cannot pass,

and hence unburnt carbon on such areas will be carried through to the

ash discharge. Adequate air supply through the incandescent fuel wiU
be an important factor in preventing such loss, as even with a grate in

perfect condition and a slow speed of working, loss of carbon must result

from insufiicient air supply. The third factor which produces these

mechanical losses of carbon in ashes, and frequently the greatest of all,

is found in the size of the fuels. In one case 12 per cent, combustible

matter in the ashes discharging from a modern boiler was obtained
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with a chain-grate stoker when the fuel was 1-inch nuts, whilst under the

same conditions of working 35 per cent, of combustible matter in the

ashes resulted from the use of a fine slack. It is obvious that which of

these two fuels is the most economical cannot be decided by merely

comparing calorific value and price.

" In view of the fact that modern boiler practice is almost inseparable

from the use of mechanical stoking appliances, more attention might

be given to the question of the loss of carbon in the ash discharge. It is

necessary to determine carefully to what degree of efficiency any particular

type and size of coal can be burned on the grates under the conditions

with which the plant must operate, before the purchase of such fuels

can be regarded as an economical proposition. Calorific value alone is

not sufficient. It is the proportion of the heating value which is avail-

able on the hearth by the combustion of the fuel that is important.""

In the light of the foregoing statement, the practical value of the

Sandwich system as a means of utilising efficiently cheap, semi-volatile

coal slack, by facilitating complete aeration and preventing loss due to

" riddling," wull be made apparent.

In the tables overleaf, the cost per therm (100,000 B.Th.U.) of good

quality Welsh coal and coke are given over a wide range of prices per ton.

Writing in Combustion, an American publication, a New Jersey

power plant superintendent points out that for industrial purposes nut

coke and coke breeze will give results equal to those obtained with similar

sizes of hard or anthracite coal. Quoting the results of eight months'

experience, he says that during this period approximately 20,000 tons of

coke have been consumed in his plant. So far as this particular plant

is concerned, it has been shown that coke breeze as a boiler fuel is superior

to the mixture of anthracite and bituminous coal that had been used for

the preceding six years. In 1921 there was consumed as boiler fuel a

mixture of this character which included 33 per cent, run-of-mine bitu-

minous, and the average boiler and furnace efficiency was slightly over

70 per cent. During the year 1922, burning coke breeze, the average

efficiency was slightly over 72 per cent.

As its chief combustible constituent is fixed carbon, the calorific

power of which is 14,600 B.Th.U. per lb., the calorific power of gas coke
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APPROXIMATE CALORIFIC VALUES OF COAL AND COKE
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may readily be estimated from its proximate analysis. Thus if a sample

is shown to contain, say, 12 per cent, ash and 4 per cent, moisture, the

calorific power may be calculated approximately as 14,600 — 16 per cent.

=12,264 B.Th.U. per lb.

For the heaviest description of gas coke—the product of heavy twelve-

hour charges of Durham coal—the minimum space usually allowed is

60 cubic feet per ton, whereas 80 to 85 cubic feet is necessary for the

lightest description of vertical coke, i.e. nearly double that allowed for

steam coal.

The angles of slide and repose for coke, of different grades, on various

surfaces are approximately as follows :

Coke on Coke.



CHAPTEE XV

COKE AS FUEL FOR MOTOR ROAD TRANSPORT

" The motor fuel problem is one of ever-increasing difficulty. Petrol

at its present price contributes appreciably to make motor road transport

of less commercial value than it would otherwise be. Petrol will not be

procurable indefinitely, and the end of each year witnesses more anxiety

as to the supply obtainable in the future."

—

R.A.G. Journal.

One result of inadequate railway service has been to divert to our

highways an ever-increasing volume of long-distance goods traffic ; and

apart from the relatively high price of fuel for petrol motors, the steam

wagon, and especially the coke-fired steam wagon, fully maintains its

superiority for heavy haulage. In organising motor road transport, an

adequate, reliable, widely distributed and cheap supply of fuel is a

factor of paramount importance.

For steam wagons operating in towns and cities, smokeless com-

bustion is a sine qua non ; this consideration confines the range of

suitable fuels to "Welsh coal and coke.

Various boiler makers have demonstrated during official tests that

suitably graded gas coke will generate 9 to 10 lb. of steam per lb. of coke,

as fired. Under favourable conditions, good quality Welsh coal may
exceed this figure by 8 or 10 per cent, but the difference in cost varies

considerably and is usually greatly in favour of coke. Taking advantage

of this fact, many of the leading steam wagon makers now invariably

send out vehicles equipped to use coke fuel only, instead of Welsh coal

;

others do so only by request. With suitable fire-bars, coke is equally

efficient for most types of steam wagons and tractors.

The production of smokeless coal is practically limited to South

Wales, whereas coke is produced in suitable form at some 1600 gasworks
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located in every city and township. From these works, and from in-

numerable merchants and dealers, as well as from many roadside supply

depots organised in the metropolitan district by the London Coke Com-

mittee, the bunkers of steam wagons can be replenished on any inter-

city or country journey, usually without deviation from the route, or

undue loss of time.

The great advantage of this wide distribution of coke supplies is

now recognised by many users, and also by two or three makers of steam

wagons who provide special facilities for the use of coke exclusively as

fuel. These include the " Garrett,'' the " Atkinson," the " Sentinel,"

the " Leyland " and the *' Clarkson." Most steam wagons are, however,

readily adapted to use coke, but of those specially designed for its use

the " Sentinel " is probably the most in evidence.

Thousands of coke-fired vehicles are running in this country on

coke exclusively, and their number is increasing. The secret of success

from a coke-burning point of view is the design of the boiler. The fire-

grate area provided should be large with specially wide air spaces between

the fire-bars.

For loads exceeding 2i tons the steam-driven motor wagon is

probably the cheapest form of mechanical transport. As the load is

increased from 2J tons to, say, 8| tons, steam w^agons keep lower and

lower in both first and running costs, especially for long journeys.

The low running cost of the steam wagon is mainly due to its rela-

tively low fuel cost, and the lowest fuel costs probably are realised by

using graded gas coke.

The actual financial economy of using coke in a steam wagon depends,

necessarily, upon the relative price and quality of gas coke and Welsh

coal in each district ; but that a great deal of work can be done upon a

very small quantity of gas coke is proved by the records of the work and

fuel costs kept by numerous users of steam wagons in all parts of the

country.

To mention but a few examples—supplied by representative users

—

a standard six-ton " Sentinel," in the ordinary course of its work

averages 15 miles run per cwt. of gas coke used, carrying a useful
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load of 6 tons, i.e. less than 2d. per vehicle mile, with coke at 45s.

per ton.

Another " Sentinel "" ran from the Midlands to beyond London and

back, a total of 320 miles, on one ton of gas coke—thus using fuel at the

rate of only 1 cwt. for each 16 miles run—and the average useful load

carried all the way in this case was 5J tons.

Yet another " Sentinel,'" this time of 3 to 4 ton load capacity and

12 m.p.h. legal speed, shows a day's run of 60 miles, for which only

2J cwt. of gas coke was used, making an average of nearly 27 miles per

cwt. of coke while carrying a useful load of 3J tons. At 45s. per ton—

a

high price—the average fuel cost is, therefore. Id. per mile.

Tests conducted by the Royal Automobile Club Technical Com-

mittee on a Clarkson 3-ton steam w^agon, having a gross running weight

of 6 tons 11 cwt., showed the average coke consumption to be 3-84 lb.

per mile, over 219 miles at 12 miles per hour. The calorific power of the

gas coke used (an ordinary commercial sample) was stated by the Com-

mittee to be 12,486 B.Th.U. per lb. The fuel consumption was, there-

fore, equivalent to approximately 48,000 B.Th.U. per mile.

Fuel consumption tests conducted in the presence of responsible

authorities on ordinary standard 5-ton " Foden " locomotive-type

wagons with trailers, having a gross weight of 20 tons, have proved the

coke consumption to be from 15| to 17J lb. per vehicle mile fully loaded.

Various authorities allow averages of 15 to 20 lb. of Welsh coal per mile

for a gross load of 17 tons.

With suitably spaced fire-bars the coal and coke consumption of the

locomotive type of wagon should be about equal, under similar con-

ditions of load. The financial saving to be efiected by substituting coke

for coal should, therefore, be approximately equivalent to the difference

in cost.

There can be no doubt that coke always gives satisfaction on the

score of cleanliness. The driver usually prefers its cleanliness in handling,

the mechanic appreciates the absence of soot in the boiler tubes, and

the " man in the street " likes best the coke-fired steam wagon because,

as it passes him, it leaves no trailing clouds of smoke and soot. The
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radius of action of the coke-j&red wagon is practically unlimited. The

wagon which is dependent on Welsh coal as fuel must of necessity carry

large supplies on long journeys, and the loss due to breakage of this

relatively friable coal is considerable.

Sir George Beilby, F.R.S., late Director of Fuel Research, has called

attention to the fact that coal is now, and is likely to remain, the world's

principal source of liquid fuel. Sir George states that " while the

world's output of coal is of order of 1500 million tons per annum, the out-

put of petroleum is about 75 million tons." He emphasises the necessity

for dealing with the fuel question from the view-point that in this country,

the natural source of heat and power is coal, and that unless and until it is

ELEVATION.
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Fig. 18.—Fire-bar for 5-ton Foden Wagok.

proved that oil exists here in very large quantities, we have no alter-

native but to concentrate our best energies on the adaptation of the

products of coal to the purpose of transport by sea and land.

As the principal products of coal are gas and coke, these forms of fuel,

in the interests of economy and efficiency, should be utilized to the

fullest extent. The cost of 1,000,000 B.Th.U. in the form of petrol,

at Is. 6d. per gallon, is about 10s. 6d., or eight times that of coke at

38s. per ton.

Sir George estimated that there would be 750,000 motor vehicles in

use in this country at the end of the year 1921, while in America the

number registered was 12,000,000, a figure still growing.

To the motor wagon user, and those contemplating the purchase of
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motor vehicles for heavy long distance transport, the most significant

feature of the motor fuel problem is the fact that America has already

begun to import petroleum. Most steam wagons have in the past been

provided by the makers with fire-grates having extremely limited air

spaces. These are designed to burn friable Welsh coal without undue

waste, and are usually unsuitable for use with gas coke, which is less

friable and requires about J to f inch air spaces for wagons on steel

tyres, and slightly more where rubber tyres are used.

Coke-burning fire-grates may be fitted to any type steam wagon at

trifling cost, and should always be specified. These should enable coke

exclusively to be used as fuel, and the waste due to accumulations of

coal dust to be avoided.

Fig. 18 gives details of a fire-bar suitable for use with suitably

graded coke.







CHAPTER XVI

COKE AS FUEL FOR MARINE BOILERS

The emission of smoke from the funnels of steamships lying in harbour,

and from river and canal steamers, is particularly objectionable, having

regard to the low level at which such emission occurs, and to the class

of residential property often situated in close proximity to river banks.

In districts where regulations as to coal smoke emission are strictly

enforced, the use of relatively expensive smokeless coal is usually con-

sidered the only alternative as a means of smoke prevention ; but the

utility and economy of coke as a suitable substitute fuel for steam-tugs

and pleasure steamers has been proved by long experience.

Powerful tugs, constantly engaged in handling ordinary river trans-

port, have for many years been fired successfully with ordinary gas

coke exclusively under both natural and forced draught conditions.

In common with all other coke-fired steam boilers, the boilers of these

tugs are subjected to the usual annual inspection by boiler insurance

inspectors, and investigation fails to reveal any undue deterioration

that can be attributed to causes other than ordinary wear and tear.

A case in point which will serve to illustrate the economy effected

by substituting coke for Welsh steam coal is that of the City Steamship

Company which, for several years, operated on the river Thames the

passenger paddle steamers built originally to the specification of the

London County Council. These boats were fitted with the well-known

Howden system of forced draught, but hitherto large Welsh steam coal

was considered to be the only smokeless fuel available.

A trial trip with coke exclusively as fuel, undertaken during the

most strenuous conditions of tide and load, under the personal super-

vision of the author, proved that the coke consumption was very sHghtly,

if any, in excess of that of coal. Bunkered regularly from a coke barge
109
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moored in the river, the saving effected, due to the difierence in price,

was in the aggregate considerable, and was calculated by the manager

to be the equivalent of an additional 6 per cent, dividend payable to

the Company shareholders.

Although coastwise steamers, trading between London and the

North-East Coast, have been bunkered at Thames-side gasworks and

fired successfully with coke exclusively over long periods, it is not

suggested that the bunker space generally available or the saving to

be efiected is suJfficient to warrant the change from coal to coke in such

steamers ; but sufficient has been said to show that, in many cases,

such craft as dredgers, hoppers, ferry-boats, steam-lighters, tugs, tenders,

and river steamers, as well as the donkey boilers of large steamers lying

in port, might advantageously be fired with coke.

If the demand for coke for these purposes was shown to be sufficient,

adequate and convenient facilities for expeditious bunkering could no

doubt be arranged.







CHAPTER XVII

GRADING OF COKE

In previous chapters the importance of grading as a factor bearing

upon the utility and efficiency of coke as fuel for specific purposes

has frequently been indicated. For use with mechanical stokers, for

instance, coke must be suitably graded, not only to facilitate automatic

feeding by gravitation through schutes from overhead bunkers to stoker

feed hoppers, but also in order to " time it," or approximate its rate of

combustion to that of the coal with which it is, for this purpose, usually

blended.

There are, of course, other important considerations in connection

with the question of grading coke on a large scale, the financial and

practical values of which must be taken into account. These include

the losses incidental to the formation, in the process of cutting and

screening, of smalls and breeze which, ordinarily, can be disposed of

only at a loss. Reduced by means of efficient coke cutters to a uniform

maximum size to pass a |-inch screen, the size usually necessary for use

with mechanical stokers, the proportion of breeze produced should be

small, and moreover, for this purpose, it should be unnecessary to

remove the breeze so made. The breeze in this case has been sold,

without distinction, as coke, thus eliminating the loss which otherwise

would accrue ; but for most other purposes, and especially for domestic

uses, the cut coke should be carefully screened free from breeze.

The extent to which grading should be carried in order to satisfy

the public requirements is a matter which the Technical Sub-Committee

of the London Coke Committee has given careful consideration. The

importance attached to this question in marketing anthracite, which,

ungraded, is regarded by certain producers as unsaleable, may be taken

to some extent as indicative of the importance of grading.
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In chemical composition, coke and anthracite are almost identical.

Unlike coke, however, anthracite is extremely dense in physical struc-

ture, and, therefore, relatively difficult to burn. Grading has there-

fore a more important influence upon the rate of combustion of

anthracite, which explains the meticulous care with which it is usually

separated into different sizes for various purposes.

In preparing anthracite for the market, ten or eleven different kinds

or sizes are made by cutting, and by means of dry and wet separation,

which are designed to fulfil the requirements of special apparatus, and

each size goes under its own name. These generally are known as

under

:

Malting Large. Specially selected.

Ordinary Large

Cobbles

Large French Nuts - Dry Separation.

Small French Nuts

Stove Nuts

6-8 inches

If inch

li-lf inch

M »
1 1
4 2 "

hi »

I inch-nil

Pea Nuts

Beans

Peas

Grains

Billy Dufi

Breaker Dufi

Wet Separation.

No Treatment.

With a view to satisfy the requirements of coke consumers in the

matter of grade, and, so far as possible, to simplify gasworks screening

plant and storage hoppers, several sizes have been considered, with the

result that the following are the standards finally adopted by the London

Coke Committee as necessary to fulfil present needs :

No. I. Large Grade Coke, rejected by a 2-inch screen.

No. 2. Broken or Domestic Coke, passing through a 2-inch and

rejected by a f-inch screen.

No. 3. Forge Coke, or Coke Nuts, passing through a |-inch and

rejected by a |-inch screen.

Coke Breeze, f inch to nil.

The screens in all cases are square mesh screens.

No. 1 size is in special demand for glass-works annealing furnaces,
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carbon dioxide plants, and for firing central heating,

and steam boilers having large furnace capacity.

No. 2 is specially suitable for use in open fire-grates, for steam

raising, for smaller sized central heating boilers, and also

for the large sized domestic hot-water supply boilers.

No. 3 is specially designed for use in closed and anthracite stoves,

small hot-water supply boilers, kitchen ranges, and for

mechanical stoking and smiths' forges.

For use as forge coke, as well as for other special purposes, No. 3

grade is now treated in large quantities by passing it through a process

of washing with a view to remove adhering breeze and other extraneous

matter. In this connection it should be noted that in cutting and

grading, coke fractures, usually, at a point where impurities in the form

of hard shale are present, the shale being thus released. It has, in fact,

been observed that in the process of cutting and screening, a considerable

proportion of the free mineral matter contained in coke is eliminated

thus tending to enhance the calorific power of the graded product. This

fact is further proved by reason of the invariably higher proportion o^

ash contained in breeze.

The cost, and loss, incidental to the cutting and grading of coke is

usually covered by an extra charge of Id. per cwt., a charge that is more

than justified by the improvement in quality and convenience in use.

The extent of the potential demand for coke suitably graded for use^

in independent domestic hot -water supply boilers alone (apart from;

that already in active demand for stoves primarily designed for use with

anthracite and for industrial purposes), may be gauged by the fact that

the output of such boilers already runs into several hundreds per month.

A conservative estimate of the average yearly coke consumption of each

boiler is about 5 tons. There are, of course, alternative fuels, but these

being necessarily limited to the smokeless anthracitic coals, they are

relatively expensive and, as tests have proved, less economical. They

are, moreover, not so generally available as coke, their production, as

already pointed out, being limited almost entirely to the South Wales-

district.



CHAPTEE XVIII

THE SMOKELESS FIRE

CoxTiXEXTAL visitois with a sense of humour have been known to remark

upon the bewildering variety and number of chimney-pots which may
be seen from the high-level railways that traverse the metropolis and

other large cities, and to question the utility and economy of that

peculiarly British institution, the open fire.

Reared in contemplation of a closed stove and elongated stove-pipe,

the continental mind is no doubt apt to regard our display of smoking

chimney-pots as outward evidence of waste, and our blazing open fires

as the last word in luxuriant extravagance.

This, no doubt, to some extent at least, is the rational view ; but

envy is displayed by the fact that in certain Scandinavian cities wealthy

magnates often have an open coal fire installed in their palaces as a

special mark of affluence.

In ancient Rome, before the chimney flue was invented, it is recorded

that architects built houses without any outlet for the smoke arising

from cooking operations. The smoke simply found its way into the

upper rooms, which were let to poor tenants at low rents, graduated,

probably, according to the smoke density of the atmosphere, or degree

of average visibility. It is recorded also that the smoke nuisance was

at its worst when culinary preparations for visitors were being made.

Examples of contemporary architecture, as seen in " Garden Cities,"

tend to prove that in the past the domestic chinmey-stack as an orna-

mental feature has, in fact, been somewhat overdone. Instead of an

array of chimney terminals surmounted by pots and " tall-boys " as

heretofore, a single chimney-stack centrally situated, and containing

t^vo or three flues, is cleverly made to serve for both heating and cooking

apparatus which use solid fuel. In bedrooms, gas fires, communicating
114
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with cavity flues and concealed terminals, have eliminated the need for

ponderous chimney-breasts and separate chimneys.

That this arrangement of heating and ventilating is capable of artistic

and dignified treatment has been proved by the examples mentioned.

It remains only to secure and maintain that which has been described

as the " smokeless aspect " in order to complete what should be an ideal

home with a garden undefiled by soot.

The development of coke-fired heating, cooking and hot-water supply

apparatus has brought this ideal within the possibility of attainment,

without the necessity for dispensing with the open fire, with all its

hygienic virtues and sentimental associations.

It has been the author's privilege, over a long period, to experiment

with a view to produce an open fire-grate suitable for use with gas coke

exclusively as fuel.

Inquiry among the leading stove manufacturers failed to secure a

grate recommended for use with coke, except those which were provided

with sliding shutters or hinged doors, designed to act as " blowers " by

concentrating the chimney draught upon the fuel.

It was felt that such appliances could not safely be recommended,

as experience had proved that the shutters frequently were closed, with

a view to " draw " the fire, and inadvertently forgotten, with the result

that the grate was destroyed through overheating.

Finally, a fire-grate, now known as the " N.C./' and manufactured

by Messrs. R. & A. Main Ltd., of Edmonton, was designed, which pro-

motes the active and satisfactory combustion of ordinary high-temperature

gas coke, without the aid of shutters or hinged doors, which, as has been

shown, are liable to abuse.

The ordinary open or barless grate, as designed for use with free-

burning coal, is not as a rule suitable for use with coke, although there

are occasional exceptions to this rule. Owing to some subtle difference,

which is by no means apparent, there are certain isolated grates in which

coke bums brilliantly ; but, usually, coke does not burn actively in

ordinary open grates. It does not, therefore, burn at a sufficiently high

temperature to create and maintain in the chimney a draught sufficient
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to carry off the combustion products, which, in these circumstances,

often escape into the room ; and it is this experience which no doubt

accounts for the prejudice against coke as a domestic fuel. In this

connection it is frequently remarked that a " good " draught is necessary

in order to burn coke ; but it should be remembered that the intensity

of the draught is largely, if not entirely, dependent upon the temperature

of the waste products entering the chimney, which temperature is in-

variably greatly reduced by the inrush of cool air as well. The chimney

draught, in fact, has little or no influence upon the burning of coke in

an open grate. This can be proved by observing the action taking

place in the familiar coke-fired brazier, as used in the open air by watch-

men and others, which burns brilliantly without the aid of a chimney.

It will be seen that the air currents which promote active combustion

are induced entirely, in a still atmosphere, by what is known as con-

vection ; and it is entirely upon this principle that the design of the N.C.

grate is based.

As wiU be seen from the illustration, a series of deep vertical channels

(not to be confused with merely ornamental fluting) have been formed

in the one-piece fire-brick back and sides. These channels, which extend

from the hearth level to a point above the normal level of the fuel in

the grate, function as miniature chimneys, inducing currents of air

inwards through the fuel-bed, from the front towards the back, and

thence upward through the channels. These induced or convection

currents have in practice proved to be sufficient to maintain ordinary

gas coke (suitably graded to about 2-inch size) in brilliant and satis-

factory combustion.

Some degree of control is effected by opening the ashpit cover or

" fret," and so admitting cool air direct to the lower ends of the channels.

The channels being thus chilled, the upward draught is diminished and

is no longer concentrated upon the fuel in the grate. In ordinary slow-

combustion coal grates, this operation has the reverse effect, the fret

being opened to promote quicker combustion.

Front bars are provided in order to facilitate the maintenance of a

large fire if required, but these may be removed and a smaller fire main-
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tained simply by piling up the coke at a high angle towards the back

of the grate.

Another feature of this grate, to which some authorities attach

importance, is the adjustable damper, provided under the hinged canopy,

by means of which the opening to the chimney, and consequently the

circulation of air through the room, can be regulated ; but it should be

pointed out that the fundamental principle of the grate, from the coke-

burning view-point, is embodied in the serrated fire-brick back. The finish

of the metal frame or surround may be executed in any style desired.

Fed with suitably graded coke at intervals of about two hours, a large,

radiant fire, of a generous, satisfying and brilliant character, is ob-

tained in practice with this grate at an ascertained expenditure of 2 lb.

of coke per hour (costing rather less than |d. at 45s. per ton), without

the emission, in the smallest degree, of soot or visible smoke. Kindling

is effected in the usual manner, by using the previous day's cinders,

without the aid of coal.

Equipped with this grate and other coke-burning domestic appliances

described in the following chapters, the use of raw coal has, in fact, for

many years been entirely dispensed with by the author.

In order that the N.C. invention may be clearly understood, reference

will now be made to the accompanying drawings (see page 119) in which

—

Fig. 19 is a transverse section of the improved grate or " interior."

Fig. 20 is a front view with the grate proper removed.

Fig. 21 is a horizontal section just above the grate.

Fig. 22 is a detail diagram showing the channels as in cross-section.

a and a^ are respectively the back and cheeks of the grate and a^ is

the usual forwardly inclined upper block or head radiator.

h h are the deep and wide channels, ducts or draught inducers which

extend from the bottom of the fireplace and are of rectangular cross-

section.

A front grating or set of ordinary removable front fire-bars d of the

upright or spindle type may be provided, and the ash-space e is closed by

a close-fitting front cover plate or fret / in the manner usual with well

grates, such fret having an air regulator or register device g.
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In the present grate, however, this cover or fret prevents the lower

open ends of the air channels from obtaining air, and thus the suction

or draught induced up the vertical channels is concentrated upon or con-

fined to the body of the fuel, and active combustion is promoted, which

is particularly useful when ordinary gas coke is being employed. More-

over the radiation from the walls a and the surfaces of the channels h

striking on the fuel, greatly promotes its combustion and enables ordinary

hard coke to be efficiently and properly burnt without the inconvenience

of a closed stove.

When it is desired to retard combustion, cold air is admitted to the

lower open ends of the channels by opening the front cover /, thus

diminishing the draught through the body of the fuel. When, however,

the slide is closed, they tend to draw air horizontally through the fuel,

towards the back of the fire.

As the channels h extend down to the hearth level or bottom of the

interior any dust or ashes collecting in them falls freely down out of the

way. At the lower ends the ducts may be opened out and made wider

to facilitate this clearing action. For the rest of their length they may

be about 1 inch each way.

On the other hand, the main portions of the channels do not get choked

on the grate, as the fuel (especially in the case of coke) usually contains

a sufficient quantity of moderate-sized or large pieces, to extend across

and cover the front opening of the channels or grooves without actually

going into them. Moreover the walls of the latter become very highly

heated and, by retaining and radiating heat on to the new or raw fuel,

greatly assist in kindling and promoting combustion.

The grate may be converted into an ordinary, open well grate simply

by removing the aforesaid front bars d.

To efi&ciently and closely regulate the suction of the chimney, the

auxiliary regulator or damper A is adjustably mounted in the mouth

of the ordinary adjustable sloping canopy or hood i of the grate. It may

be carried on pins or pivots secured in the end-plates, cheeks or quadrants

of the canopy so that it can turn or tilt on its longitudinal axis to adjust

more closely (according to the height or draught of the chimney) the
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usual opening which still remains when the hood is pushed in 'as far as

possible towards the closed position.

If a hot-water supply boiler be fitted at the back of the grate, as is some-

times the case, the side of the said boiler exposed to the fire may be ribbed

or corrugated to correspond to the channels or grooves in the fire-clay back

of the grate.

Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.

Fig. 22

Diagrams, N.C. Open Coke-burning Fire-grate.

In reference to the comparative radiant efficiencies of coal and

coke when burnt in open fire-grates, Dr. Margaret Fishenden, for the

Manchester Air Pollution Board, has carried out a series of tests the

results of which are of general interest.

Working with a number of coal-fired open grates, which did not

include the N.C, but included what were supposed to be the best and the

worst types, the radiant efficiency of coal in all cases was found to be

between 20 and 24 per cent. When dry coke was used as fuel, radiant

efficiencies up to 28 per cent, were obtained, but the value was materially

diminished when wet coke was used (British Association Fuel Economy

Committee Report, 1922).



CHAPTER XIX

COKE-FIRED HOT-WATER SUPPLY BOILERS

There should be no need to emphasise the importance of coke from the

financial view-point, or its bearing upon the price charged for gas, as,

under the terms of the sliding scale, revenue derived from coke helps very

materially to reduce the price of gas. A steady local market for coke

is in fact fundamental to the economic conduct and development of the

gas industry, avoiding, as it does, the expense and loss incidental to the

storing of coke at the works. In their own interest, therefore, the gas-

consuming public should, so far as possible, utilise also the solid product of

the gasworks in preference to coal, which for most domestic purposes it

excels in efficiency and economy. The large and growing extent to which

coke is now used as a substitute for anthracite, the present price of which

is more than double that of coke, is probably the most convincing evidence

of its efficiency and utility as a domestic fuel.

Reviewing the whole subject of domestic hot-water supply, E. D.

Simon, M.I.C.E., joint-author of The Smokeless City, and a member of

the Coal Smoke Abatement Committee, has said, " A separate coke

boiler is far more efficient and is smokeless."

Used in combination with a gas cooker, the independent coke boiler

provides an ideal kitchen equipment, and it is already regarded by many

as indispensable, not only for the ordinary household equipped with a

kitchen range, but also for the all-gas, as well as the all-electric house.

The modern coke boiler provides not merely for the continuous and

adequate supply of hot water, heated, if need be, to boiling point, but

also for heating the kitchen, minor cooking operations and, to a limited

extent, for heating adjoining rooms by means of radiators.

There are many types of coke boilers now available. All are good by

reason of the fact that all are actual or potential users of coke, and
120
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therefore eliminators of coal smoke. Several, in addition to being good,

are attractive in appearance ; and a few have the additional advantages

of being highly efficient, relatively cheap and convenient to use.

It has always been, and still is, the policy of the London Coke Com-

mittee to promote and encourage the development of the domestic coke

boiler. Selected types of boilers have been tested, and if found to be

reasonably efficient and otherwise satisfactory, have been modified to

comply with the Committee's standard specffication (a copy of which is

appended) as regards finish and cleaning facilities, etc., and finally have

been adopted for recommendation to prospective users.

This method of encouraging development in design and construction

has already led to the production of several really attractive and efficient

boilers which, to judge from the rate at which they are being adopted by

the public, have satisfied a want long felt by private householders, as well

as builders and architects, for a simple hot-water supply apparatus easily

installed and cheap to maintain.

The Committee's propaganda to promote the manufacture and sale

of coke boilers was necessarily suspended during the War ; but since the

cost of manufacture has permitted the sale of these boilers to the public

at an economic price, they have been so freely adopted and installed

that a very substantial increase in demand for specially graded coke

has already been recorded in the metropolitan district.

Taken over a period of forty-two days' continuous working, night

and day, the average coke consumption of a No. 1, or smallest sized

" Glow-worm " boiler, connected to a radiator also in continuous use,

was 26 lb., or, say, J cwt. per day. This figure may be regarded as a

minimum for a small household having only one bath and one small

radiator connected. The average yearly consumption spread fairly

evenly over the twelve months may, therefore, be taken as approximately

5 tons of graded coke nuts, the fuel generally preferred.

Now, it is well know^n that the gas produced per ton of coal carbonised

is about 70 therms, or 14,000 cubic feet of 500 B.Th.U. gas. This

quantity of gas, produced from coal, leaves a net residue of 10 cwt. of

coke for sale ; so that in order to establish and maintain a balance as
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between coke and gas sales, one coke boiler should be installed in a gas-

supply district for every increment of 140,000 cubic feet in gas output

per annum.

There are, however, in more than one district, many years of leeway

in local coke sales to make good. Large quantities of coke, unfortunately,

are in such districts as yet unsaleable locally for any purpose at a remuner-

ative price.

Recent developments in the design of coke boilers provide improved

facilities for connecting flow and return pipes, for internal cleaning and for

cooking. This latter feature does not necessarily clash with the interest

of gas ; indeed, any feature of any heating appliance which tends

towards true economy promotes the best interest of all concerned.

Limited to plain boiling and simmering, the hot-plate provided with

all modern domestic coke boilers is certainly most useful and economical

;

but the efEorts of certain boiler makers to combine an oven with their

coke boilers is to be discouraged, except, perhaps, for use in districts

where gas is not available. The coke boiler is essentially and primarily

a water-heater ; and to attempt the dual operation of, say, roasting

and water heating, must necessarily lead to inefificiency and to a repeti-

tion of the wast€ which has proved to be inseparable from the ordinary

combination of kitchen range and back boiler.

The modern coke boiler, with open or close fire, eliminates the

necessity for a gas fire in the kitchen ; it provides for the destruction of

all house refuse, thus obviating, in certain cases, the necessity for a gas-

fired incinerator. It can be, and frequently is, provided with automatic

temperature control ; and, as already shown, the fuel cost of maintenance,

namely, 6d. per day of 24 hours (coke at 40s. per ton), compares most

favourably with that of any other system.

Banked over night with coke nuts, the fire need never go out ; and

the advantage of a storage tank full of hot water in the early morning,

ready for baths, etc., is provided at an insignificant cost in fuel.

Cleaned once in twenty-four hours, the fire requires little special

attention if fed with suitably graded coke. This, probably, is the most

important item of information that could be passed on to all users, as
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in the grading of the coke lies to a very material extent the success or

failure of the boiler. Fed with coke nuts, the fire can be left unattended

for ten to twelve hours, and meanwhile the boiler will circulate and

accumulate a tank full of hot water, whereas with large coke, the fire

requires almost constant attention.

The use of bituminous coal in these boilers, even for kindling, is

very detrimental, and, indeed, long experience has proved that it is quite

unnecessary. The volatile gases evolved from such coal condense on

the water-cooled heating surfaces of the boiler, forming a hard carbon

scale which is extremely difficult to remove, and which forms an effective

heat insulator, thus preventing the heat reaching the water inside.

Made usually in cast-iron or wrought wielded steel, the smaller coke

boilers are designed to operate satisfactorily when connected to existing

storage tanks, which, generally, are from 25 to 30 gallon capacity ; but

when new tanks are fitted, 35 to 40 gallon capacity is preferable. If

the tank is too small in capacity the tendency is of course to overheat

the water, which then must be run to w^aste. The capacity of the storage

tank is, in fact, a measure of the difficulty of using the boiler to any

serious extent for cooking purposes.

There does not appear to be any recognised standard basis for rating

the heating capacity of coke boilers. Regard must be had to the

number and size of radiators it is proposed to connect. These should

be strictly limited in number, as the water, due to corrosion inside the

radiators, is apt to be discoloured by rust. For larger installations, sepa-

rate boilers are to be recommended for heating and for hot-water supply
;

but for moderate-sized installations, where it is desirable, from the labour-

saving view-point, to maintain only one fire for both purposes, the Sentry

Duplex boiler provides a satisfactory solution. This boiler is divided to

form two separate boilers with separate circuits for heating and for hot-

water supply when required. In summer-time, the boilers, by means

of pipes and valves, are coupled together, and the radiators being shut

off, both supply hot water. The fire-grate may also be raised to bring

the fire closer up to the hot-plate during the summer months.

It will be noticed in the case of the boilers illustrated that all hand-
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hole covers are provided with external joints. This feature tends very

materially to reduce the cost of production, and from that view-point

is very desirable. Properly followed up, when first the boiler is heated,

the external joints have proved in practice to be perfectly satisfactory.

In selecting and using a coke boiler due regard must be had for the

characteristics of the water supply. Hot water is liable to deposit solid

matter in the form of hard scale, in both the pipes and boiler, necessitating

frequent internal cleaning. The frequency of cleaning may, however, be

reduced to the minimum by preventing the overheating of the water.

If kept below 180° Fahr. little scale should be formed, and with a view

to avoid overheating, the installation of a thermometer in the flow-

pipe is to be recommended. A safety valve should also be used to guard

against any accidental increase in pressure due to stopped pipes.

Certain makes of coke boilers are now provided with revolving or

shaking grates for removing the fine ash from the fire. This device

does not, however, provide for the removal of clinker, the formation

of which is largely unavoidable. Personal experience tends to prove

that the fire is most conveniently and thoroughly cleaned by bringing

it up to the maximum temperature and deliberately fusing the whole

of the ash into a solid clinker, which may then be removed through the

feed door by means of a sharp-hooked poker.

The standard specification for coke-heated boilers, drawn up by the

London Coke Committee for the use of individual gas companies, with

a view to ensure safety and general utility, is as follows :

1. Conditions of Service.—The boilers are required for ordinary

domestic service, and when possible will be connected to

existing flues, hot-water service-pipes and apparatus.

2. Rating.—The boilers shall be capable of operating continuously

under the above conditions at their maximum rated capacity,

which shall be expressed in gallons of water heated per hour

to an average temperature of 130° Fahr. from an inlet

temperature of 50° Fahr. Fuel used to be ordinary gas coke

broken to sizes not more than 2 inches or less than 1 inch.

3. Materials.—Both cast-iron and welded steel boilers are required,
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and tenders may be submitted for either type. The thick-

ness of the plates must be uniform, and not less than {\y inch.

Test pieces of the material used shall be submitted for

examination, and, when required by the Company, the

plates shall be drilled in order to prove the thickness of

same. The cost of drilling and plugging at least 5 per cent,

of the boilers ordered to be borne by the contractor. The

materials selected for the construction of the boilers to be

of the best quality only, complying in all respects with the

specifications of the Engineering Standards Committee.

4. Castings.—Cast-iron fittings and mountings to be of the best

quality for the purpose intended, and external surfaces to

be finished smooth for the application of heat-resisting paint

or blacklead. Small parts liable to damage through over-

heating or rough-handling to be of wrought-iron or steel.

Castings of a light or flimsy nature will not be accepted.

5. Workmanship and Finish.—The workmanship to be of the

best quality and the general finish to be consistent with

that of similar domestic kitchen apparatus. All welds and

joints to be finished smooth and filled in when necessary.

Tw^o coats of heat-resisting paint (of approved manufacture)

to be applied to each boiler.

6. Pressure Test.—A hydraulic pressure of 75 lb. per square inch

shall be applied by the contractor to each boiler before being

painted, in the presence of the representative of the Company,

who shall hammer-test welds and castings and otherwise

examine the boilers while under the test pressure.

7. Open Fire.—The boilers to be suitable for continuous working

(but not necessarily at their maximum capacity) with the

fire or clinker door open wide. A suitable detachable or

hinged bracket to be pro\'ided for the purpose of heating flat-

irons, etc., at the open fire.

8. Cleaning Facilities.—Sipace to be allowed for the accumulation

of solid matter in the waterways below the fire level. A
sufficient number of access doors to be provided to allow of

all heating surfaces being reached for the purpose of hard

scale or mud removal. The cleaning doors to be jointed

with rubber joints of approved manufacture on machined
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surface only. A screwed boss, tapped 1 inch standard

Whitworth gas thread, to be provided near the bottom of

each boiler for draining purposes, the boss to be plugged

with a wrought- or cast-iron shouldered stopper and rubber

washer (similar provision to be made near the top of each

boiler for the application of a safety valve when required).

9. Grate Bars.—To be of special approved mixture of cast-iron

and a sufficient area, and proportioned to ensure satisfactory

continuous working with gas coke exclusively as fuel, and

easily removable through ashpit or fire door. The boiler

furnaces to be suitable for the destruction of domestic waste.

10. Fuel Magazine.—^Although the addition of a fuel magazine is

not expressly stipulated, it will be considered as enhancing

the practical value of a boiler if it is so designed as to be

capable of being worked continuously with a fuel magazine.

11. Range of Sizes.—^A range of four sizes of boilers will be re-

quired, i.e. 40, 60, 80, and 100 gallons per hour as rated

according to Clause 2.

12. Standardisation.—Similar components of each size of boiler,

and, so far as possible, for all four sizes, to be of the same

design and interchangeable.



CHAPTEE XX

COKE AS FUEL FOR COOKING

Vaeious and eminent authorities have stated that three-fourths of the

damage caused by smoke to property and health is due to the house

chimney. They might well have gone further, and indicated particu-

larly the kitchen chimney, and exactly when, during the weekly cycle

of domestic culinary operations, the output of smoke was at its worst.

That this event can be timed with some degree of accuracy may
not be common knowledge ; but the fact is that the maximum demand
for gas in the metropolitan area occurs during the hours when the

Sunday midday meal is in course of preparation. This fact clearly

indicates the culinary habits of the great bulk of the people ; and it

may safely be inferred that during the same hours the use of smoky
coal in kitchen ranges reaches a maximum.

Further proof of this contention may if necessary be had by simple

observation from an elevated position. Many years' residence in a

house from which is obtained a panoramic view of London and district

has enabled the author to form, by actual observation, an estimate of

the relative smoke output of factory and domestic chimneys in the metro-

politan area. Such observation proves that it is unwise to generalise

in this connection. On Sundays, although by no means the only smoke

produced, that emitted from domestic chimneys is by far the most in

evidence. On weekdays, but then only in industrial districts, the

factory chimney, in point of volume and density of output, is the most

conspicuous. During the early hours of darkness, when the lighting

load is at its maximum, the electric power station chimney contributes

very materially towards the general atmospheric pollution, although in

this respect, but only when retorts are being recharged, the gasworks

are not entirely above suspicion. Incidentally, knowledge of many
London factories, their system of boiler-firing and the processes carried
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on, leads one to inquire why it is that, whereas certain chimneys are

practically smokeless, others at similar factories, having similar stoking

equipment, almost invariably emit smoke ; and why some oil-fired

boiler plants are among the worst offenders ?

That the domestic smoke nuisance has been very materially mitigated

by the adoption of gas cooking appliances goes without saying ; the

extent to which coke could, and actually does supersede coal, where

solid fuel is preferred, is less in evidence. This probably is due more

to lack of knowledge than prejudice ; but, in any case, independent

testimony, emanating from reliable and disinterested sources, will

be the more effective in promoting the use of smokeless coke in lieu of

smoky coal, both on the score of atmospheric hygiene and economy in

the fuel cost of cooking, for use in ordinary kitchen ranges and in ranges

of the type primarily designed for use with anthracite.

In view of a general belief to the contrary, the recorded experience

of one user of the former type of range, which is as follows, is of interest

:

" For a range of the open and closed type such as I have, coke

nuts is an excellent fuel ; and except for the use of about

8 to 12 oz. of coal when lighting up in the morning to obtain

quick ignition, no other has been used for the past seven

years.

" Coke is much preferred, keeps a steadier heat, and is more

economical than coal.

" The dimensions of my fire-box are 7J inches wide, 9 inches from

front to face of saddle-back boiler, 5J to 8 inches in depth.

" The lifting grate is always kept on the top notch, so that whereas

the depth of the fire to underside of sliding top is 8 inches

at the back, it is only 5| inches at the front. It is possible

to maintain good combustion for cooking with oven damper

out about an inch when the range is thoroughly heated.

" There is no difficulty in maintaining a high temperature and

continuous combustion to do all the cooking for a family of

five with ample margin for double the number. It should

be mentioned that with the damper in this position boiling

is done on the hot-plate as well.
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" The range is not an unusual type, in fact, it is a very common
range, 36 inches x 48 inches ; open and closed lifting fire,

light weight, and may be seen in thousands of houses.

" It cannot be too strongly emphasised that a fuel such as is

described is already available in large quantities and at a

reasonable price—the ordinary gas coke produced as a by-

product from every gasworks. All that is necessary is that

the coke should be sized and graded for the purpose."

The following extracts are taken from an official report issued by

the Board of Fuel Research :

" Direct comparison was made between the practical perform-

ance of experimental range No. 15 and range No. 9. The
two ranges were tested side by side in exactly identical

conditions, except that coal was used for No. 9 and coke

for the experimental range. The work was done by an

independent expert cook, in the presence of Dr. Lander

(Director of Fuel Research), who witnessed the test on behalf

of the Fuel Research Board. The result was as follows :

" Special range used 17 lb. of coke. The ordinary one

used 26 lb. of coal, for the same duty."
" In comparing those test results with others, it must be remem-

bered that in all cases the home-designed ranges were used

with coke, whereas all the others could only be used with coal.

There seems no reason why a range of this design should be

more expensive than the ordinary type if it is made in similar

quantities. The result of this constructive experiment has

been to reduce the fuel usually required for any given duty

by about 70 per cent., i.e., taking the consumption of a range

of any ordinary design as 100, the experimental range used

30 for the same duty."

American experience in this connection, which tends to corroborate

that given above, is given by a writer in Combustion (U.S.A.) :

" Hundreds of householders in this section of New Jersey adopted

coke as fuel last autunm. They burned it according to instructions,

with results that were gratifying, to say the least. In most cases coke

9
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equalled anthracite coal ton for ton ; but as there was a $3 difference

in price in favour of coke, the saving for the average householder was

worth while."

To the makers of a well-known cooking range, Sir Courtenay Bennett

has written as follows :

" You will have noticed in the Press that a great deal of attention

is being paid to the production of smokeless fuel for household fires, and

that the experts of the Advisory Committee on Atmospheric Pollution

are experimenting with coke produced by gas companies under high

temperatures, being under the impression, apparently, that no kitchen

range in existence will burn ordinary broken coke.

" During the War, and afterwards, anthracite was with difficulty

to be obtained for use in the Kooksjoie which I purchased from you

some three years ago, and I had to use ordinary gas coke to eke out the

anthracite. The plan succeeded well—so well, in fact, that I gradually

decreased the amount of anthracite used until at last I reduced the

anthracite to zero, and still the results were good. For the last twelve

months I have used nothing but broken coke purchased from the local

gas company and am more than pleased with the results. The Kooksjoie

does all that it should do, and with less trouble and expense than when
I used anthracite."

Another user writes in reference to coke as follows :

" I may remark that I find the most satisfactory fuel is coke and

not anthracite—and, as it is much cheaper, the matter is important.

The fire can be made rather hotter with anthracite, but coke gives all

the heat we ever require. On the other hand, it is easier to make the

stove burn slowly vvdth coke, after a meal has been cooked, and it is

desired to slow down the fire quickly."

These experiences, although they have no direct bearing upon the

question of smoke abatement, coke and anthracite being both smokeless

fuels, tend to prove the adaptability of a popular type of cooking range

to the use of coke exclusively as fuel.

Another advantage of coke, often remarked by users, is the improved

efiiciencies of the boilers usually attached to kitchen ranges. The regular
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use of coke tends to remove from the boiler-heating surfaces the hard

carbon scale deposited by the tarry products evolved from coal, thus

permitting a quicker transfer of heat from the burning fuel to the water

inside. The insulating effect of this carbon scale, which is said to be

five times as great as asbestos, is entirely eliminated if coke only is used

as fuel.

From the foregoing chapters on the use of coke as fuel for open fire-

grates and for cooking ranges and hot-water supply boilers, it will be

seen that for domestic purposes two grades of coke are necessary, i.e.

No. 2 grade, for open fires, and No. 3 grade, or coke nuts, for closed stoves

and small boilers. In designing a " smokeless '" house equipped with

these appliances, the need for making provision for storing separately

these two grades of fuel will therefore be apparent.



CONCLUSION

In preceding chapters, frequent reference has been made to the London

Coke Committee, and for the benefit of those unfamiliar with the con-

stitution and aims of the Committee, the following explanation is due.

The London Coke Committee was formed, in 1913, by the nine (now

eight) London and Suburban Gas Companies, under the chairmanship

of Mr. David Milne Watson, Governor of The Gas, Light and Coke

Company, and President of the National Gas Council, to study the best

methods of using gas coke as a fuel, and to give to both domestic and

industrial users, and prospective users, in the London district, expert

advice as to how they can obtain most effectively the advantages of

what is admittedly the cheapest and most convenient smokeless solid

fuel available in this country.

In pursuance of this end, the Committee, acting through its Fuel

Expert, systematically examine and test the various solid-fuel consuming

appliances produced from time to time by manufacturers, its function

being neither to sell coke directly nor to engage in trade in appliances,

but to promote the use of coke by assisting users with expert and unbiased

advice on all matters relating to steam raising, heating and hot-water

supply. In giving particulars relative to appliances which have been

tested, it is not suggested that such appliances are the best or that no

others could be recommended.

Although perhaps not altogether inspired by disinterested motives,

it is claimed that the work of the Committee has been in a large measure

successful in mitigating the smoke nuisance both directly, by demon-

strating the advantages of substituting coke for coal, and, indirectly,

by promoting the production of domestic and industrial appliances

primarily designed for use with coke as fuel, and by educating the public

by advertisement and other forms of publicity in the advantages of such

appliances.
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UNDERFEED STOKER CO. LIMITED
COMBUSTION ENGINEERS,

"LOPULCO" SYSTEM OF
PULVERISED FUEL,

P.iteiu Rififhts held by Underfeed Stoker Co. for \-arious countries.

Cross Section of the X'itn*

Station of the See. .-\nme.

Union d'EJectricite. Paris,

where the system is being

installed. There are four

Boilers, each with a heating

surface of 16.678 square feet.

Normal Evaporation per |

boiler per hour from and at

212' F.. 140.580 lb. Maxi- fl

mum Evaporation per boiler >2

per hour from and at 212 F.

: 1 0.870 lb.

;^r%
.-\LD\VYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH. LONDON. \V.C.2.

Works: DERBY.
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I AGENTS WANTED.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR BURNING COKE BREEZE
AND COKE EFFICIENTLY

SHOW
A BIG SAVING

ON YOUR PRESENT

FUEL BILL

BY INSTALLING

FORGED

DRAUGHT

FURNACES

CAN BE USED IN ANY TYPE BOILERS FOR STEAM RAISING.

THE ONLY FORGED DRAUGHT FURNAGE WITH GUARANTEED
EQUAL DRAUGHT THROUGHOUT LENGTH OF GRATE.

Leaves maximum combustion chamber area, resulting- in the following- advantages :

Increases heating surface, thereb}' increasing steaming capacity. Allows more
perfect combustion. Saves crown of Boiler Tube from injury. Permits fireman to

clean fire more easily. Burns Coke, Coke Breeze, Slack Coal, Slurry, Town's and
Trade Refuse, Anthracite Rubbish, etc. etc.

Air-pressure is equalised throughout entire length of grate, resulting in :

More intelligent firing for economy. Absence of tendency for dust, etc., to be blown
over bridge. Worst possible fuel can therefore be burnt economically. Greatest
possible efficiency, 16-18 per cent. CO,.

ripr^nipQ f Practically everlasting.
I IIIL. UnilU

(^ Can be replaced where necessary without dismantling Furnace.

COMPLETE FURNACES (Delivery from Stock) ERECTED IN A FEW HOURS.

RESULTS GUARANTEED.

The Chemical Engineering and Wilton's Patent Furnace Co. Ltd.,

K.;rA:;'V4.7. 76 victoria street, london,s.w.i. •j;...,.,.j:::^^-l.,.,..,-

WHY BURN EXPENSIVE FUEL WHEN SAME
RESULTS ARE OBTAINABLE WITH CHEAPER?
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Q N
HOT COKE HANDLING and PRODUCER

CHARGING MACHINE

THE NEWEST DEVICE FOR HANDLING HOT COKE FROM

HORIZONTAL RETORTS

ICCISTCRIl'O

kOC MA,Rr

ALDRIDGE & RANKEN LIMITED
AVONBANK WORKS

BATH
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The "N.G."
Open Coke Grate

(NicoUCartland Patent)

The most satisfactory coke grate ever invented.

By means of the "N.C." Open Coke The construction of the "N.C." Open
Grate, ordinary gas coke is made Coke Grate ensures that the heat given

to yield a most brilliant and hygienic out is pure radiant heat and that all

fire at a smaller cost than could be products of combustion are drawn up the

obtained from any other method of chimney. It is absolutely smokeless and

heating. free from soot.

The " N.C." Coke Grate complies with the recommendations

of the Smoke Abatement Committee of the Ministry of Health.

Full particulars sent on application.

R. & A. MAIN, LTD.
GOTHIC WORKS LONDON, N. 18

PULVERISED AND COLLOIDAL FUEL
By J. T. DUNN, D.Sc, F.I.C.

CONSULTING CHEMIST AND ANALYST

After a general consideration of the principles underlying the use of

all fuel, the author gives an impartial account of the various systems of

burning coal in the powdered form which have been developed in

recent years, and applies those principles so as to indicate the conditions

under which powdered coal is likely to become available and economically

applicable to the purposes of industry.

As a practical but highly scientific contribution to the pressing

national problem of coal conservation the book will undoubtedly be

widely welcomed. It meets a long-felt want

Crozujt 4fo, with numerous Illustrations. Price approximately 3OS. net.

ERNEST BENN LIMITED, 8 Bouverii- Street, London, EC.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

EVERY PHASE OF
THE GAS INDUSTRY

IS AUTHORITATIVELY DEALT WITH IN

THE

GAS WORLD
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, PRICE EIQHTPENCE.
PREPAID SUBSCRIPTION, U.K. 28/- per annum. ABROAD, 32j-

THE GAS WORLD is regularly read by Chairmen and
Directors of Gas Companies, Managers, Engineers, Officials,

Chemists, Employees of Gas Companies and all zvho need to be

kept in the closest touch zvith every phase of the Gas Industry.

ALL READ "THE OAS WORLD."

GAS WORLD YEAR BOOK, 1924.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS
DIRECTORY OF GASWORKS IN GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND AND IN THE COLONIES {This

Directory gives detailed information concerning these gas

undertakings). LIST OF FOREIGN GASWORKS
OWNED BY BRITISH COMPANIES. STATISTICS
OF CARBURETTED AND "BLUE" WATER GAS
PLANTS. LIST OF BY-PRODUCT COKING PLANTS
IN GREAT BRITAIN. INDEX OF BRITISH GAS
OFFICIALS. BUYERS' GUIDE. DIARY, POSTAL
INFORMATION, Etc., and HANDY TABLES FOR

GAS MANAGERS.

FREE ^^^ Annual Subscription to "THE GAS WORLD" covers a free copy of

^^^^„^^ the Year Book. Price to non-subscribers, 10/6.

BENN BROTHERS LTD.,
8 Bouverie Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
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CHEMICAL MERCHANTS
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ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS

CONSULTING CHEMISTS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMICAL PLANT

MANUFACTURERS

Special Ariicles
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Science,

Industry,
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LLUSTRATED

EVERY MONTH the China Clay Tiade Review

is incorporated in THE CHEMICAL AGE o

THE CHEMICAL YEAR BOOK, 1924
FREE to Subscribers of THE CHEMICAL AGE
Non-Subscribers ...... 10,6

CONTENTS
Index of Chemical Organisations. Chemical Names and Formulse

of Commercial Chemicals. Chemical Statistics and Standard Tables.

Chemical Price Records. Buyers' Guide. Advice to Inventors

Commercial Users of Industrial Chemicals. Commercial I ntelligence.

Bankruptcies, etc., for the Year. Interleaved Diary for the Year.

BENN BROTHERS LTD.
8 Bouverie Street, LONDON, E.G. 4



ADVERTISEMENTS Vll

THIRD EDITfOy READY IM/WEPIATELY

GOAL TAR DISTILLATION ANO WORKING
UP OF TAR PRODUGTS. By Arthuk R. W arm s.

A.Inst.E., M.I.Chem., E.C.I. Mech.E., F.C.S.
The reception accorded to the second edition of this most useful book, a book
which has been justly classified by the Press as "indispensable," has induced
tne author to use it as the nucleus of a large, exliaustive treatise which, though
printed now in crown 'juarto size, comprises nearly double the number of pages.

It has been brought thoroughly up to date, and must inevitably take its place,

unrivalled, as the standard work of reference on ihe subject.

Contents in Bkibk.—Coal : Its Origin, Geology and Classification—The Constitution of
Coal—Coal Tar: Its Composition: Various Kinds of Coal Tar—Coal Tar Distillery and its

Lay-out—Methods of Receiving Tar: Construction of Storage Tanks, etc.—Plant used in the
Distillation of Tar—Distillation of Coal Tar— Plant for Recovering Cresylic and Carbolic Acid
from Tar Oils —The Recovery of Carbolic and Cresylic Acids— Plant for the Recovery of
Benzoles, Naphthas, etc.—The Recovery of Benzoles and Naphthas, First Distillation and
Washing—Rectification of Benzoles and Naphthas— Plant for Working up of Pyridine—The
Recovery and Rectification of Pyridine Bases— Plant for the Manufacture of Crude Naphthalene
an'

I Anthracene—The Manufacture of Crude Naphthalene, Anthracene and Carbozole— Pitch
and Pitch Getting—Creosote—Gas Stripping Plant, Deb^nzolising Plant, Rectification Plant,
and Processes in which this Plant is Utilised—Tar Works Tests.

Third edition re-written and very greatly enlarged. Crown 4to, 550 pp.,
with between 150 and 200 Illustrations. Price 45s.

SECOND EDITION JUST PUBLISHED

BY-PRODUGT GOKLNG
By the Late G. Stanley Cooper, B.Sc, F.C.S., etc.

Second Edition Entirely Rewriitt n and Greatly Enlarged by Ernest M. Myers,
F.C.S., Manager of the Coking Department and Fuel Technologist to

Shelton Iron, Steel and Coal Co. Ltd., Stoke-on-Trent, Honours Silver

Medallist in Gas Engineering (City and Guilds of London Institute), etc.

The book has been so extensively revised and so enlarged as to constitute,

in effect, a new work of the first importance. In its present form, it embodies a
full description, with numerous illustrations, folding plates and diagrams, of the

various systems of Coke Ovens and Recovery Plant, and is, therefore, of the first

importance not only to Coke Oven managers and workers, but also to Coke
Oven Engineers and construction firms and to Chemical Engineers. The needs
of the student have also been borne in mind.

In contrast to the suggestions which have been made that the possibilities

of expansion inherent in the coking industry are limited by the quantity of coke
wanted for blast furnaces, Mr. Myers gives consideration to the following topics :

—

(a) The utilisation of the gas derived for purposes of public lighting,

heating and power
(d) The possibility of producing a fuel for domestic .ind industrial purposes

by controlling the temperature of the coke ovens.

(c) The suitability for foundry purposes of a coke made in the recovery

oven, after the recovery of all products from the coal.

Demy 8vo, with 131 Illustrations, over 200 pp. and Index. Price I2S. 6d. net.

Descriptive Prospectuses and Complete Cataloi:;ue post free on application

ERNES r Bl<:.\\ Ll.MITED, 8 BouvKRiK Street, London, E.G. 4.



Vlll ADVERTISEMENTS

READY IMMEDIATELY

THE SUPERVISION AND MAINTENANCE OF
STEAM-RAISING PLANT

By Charles A. Suckan, A. C.G.I. , A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.N. E.C.

Inst.; Certified Chief Engineer, Board of Trade; Con-

sulting Engineer-Chemist.

Economy in production is the watchword of modern industry. Scientific

methods of control have already accomplished wonders in the elimination of

waste on the manufacturing side ; but the production of power is still generally

conducted in an antiquated and wasteful fashion. Mr. Suckan's contention is

that huge economies can be effected by introducing scientific management into

the boiler-house. The book, though strictly scientific, contains a wealth of

practical illustration drawn from the writer's experience ashore and afloat. It

will appeal equally to the company director and the plant engineer. To the

former it will indicate the financial advantages of obtaining the fullest value from

fuel consumed, and the latter will find it full of helpful suggestions for solving

the everyday problems of management.

Crown 4to, with about 250 Illustrations. Price approximately 35s.

THE UTILISATION OF LOW-GRADE AND
WASTE FUELS

By W. Francis Goodrich, M.B.E.

Having in mind the relatively high proportion of low-grade fuels available

as compared with the total coal resources not only of the British Empire, but of

all other coal-producing countries, the development and utilisation of low-grade

fuels is imperative.

With this object in view such fuels are fully discussed, as also the apparatus

which has been employed for their utilisation in the production of power.

Very complete information and data are given concerning the results

obtained with a great variety of low-grade and waste fuels in many countries,

and the essential conditions for efficient utilisation are fully discussed and

illustrated.

Contents.—The Utilisation of Waste Fuels and Coal Conservation—The Utilisation of

Colliery Waste for Steam Generation—Lignite and Brown Coal—Peat—Coke Breeze—Towns'

Refuse, etc., Fuel \'alue—Briquettes and Briquetting—Fuel Recovery—The Utilisation of

Wood and Miscellaneous Industrial Waste—The Utilisation of Low-Grade Fuels in Gas

Producers—Steam Boilers—Boiler Furnaces and Firing—Boiler and Boiler House Equipment

—The Training of Boiler Firemen.

Crown 4to, with 50 Tables and 150 Illustrations. Price approximately 35s. net.

ERNEST BENN LIMITED, 8 Bouverie Street, London, E.C. 4.
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